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Abstract
A method of spatially resolved magnetic resonance spectroscopy has been developed to
allow studies oC order and dynamics in complex fluids having transverse relaxation times
on the order of tens of milliseconds, studies which were otherwise not possible using ex-
isting techniques. The model of Doi and Edwaros is a microscopic description for stress
transmission in concentrated polymer solutions and melts under defonnation. Central to
the Doi-Edwards model is the dependence of the stress on bond orientationaJ order of the
chain segments. Different elements of the segmental alignment tensor for a polymer melt
under strong shearing flow are measured here using localized deuterium NMR spectroscopy
on a 610K molecular weight poly(dimethyl siloxane) melt in a concentric cylinder Couette
rheometric cell. This approach provides a new means of testing the Doi-Edwards model
and its refinements, in the important regime far from equilibrium where the entangled
polymers exhibit nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour.
The same rheo-NMR methodology is also used to test predictions of the model of
Leslie and Ericksen which describes director dynamics in semi-flexible rod-like polymers
subjected to viscous stresses. Director dynamics are studied in a lyotropic liquid crystal
polymer PBLG (JOOK) in a highly ordered, nematic phase in a planar extensional flow
around a stagnation point. In addition, bulk 2H NMR studies are carried out on paw
under shear, in concentric cylinder Couette and cone and plate rheometric cells. Magnetic
aligtlment (equivalent to the dynamic Freedericksz transition) is investigated in all three
cells following deformaLion. Values are obtained for the Leslie viscosity coefficients 02 and
03, scaled by the diamagnetic susceptibility. Possible development of mesoscaJe structure
under shear is discussed.
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1 Introduction: Viscoelastic
fluids
Magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy can be combined with rheometric teclmiques
as a sensitive probe of molecular organization of complex fluids in flows. In this dissertation
the combination is used for testing microstructural theories of polymer melts in strong
shearing flows and liquid crystal polymers in extensional flows around stagnation points.
In both cases the complex fluids exhibit nonlinear behaviour far from equilibrium.
Solutions of entangled, flexible polymers and undiluted polymer melts are viscoelastic.
Their sometimes solid-like character usually results in very short relaxation times and
consequently \"ery short NMR observation times, severely limiting the use of conventional
volume-selective NMR spectroscopy. The NMR studies presented here of deformation
and reorientation of polymer chains at ....'ell-defined sites within shearing and extensional
flow fields were made possible by development of a novel method for spatially selective
spectroscopy which is sensitive to weak ordering effects and which is robust under very
short relaxation conditions.
Viscoelastic fluids, as the name suggests, exhibit both viscous (leading to energy dissi-
pation) and elastic (corresponding to storage of energy) properties. The elastic nature of
polymeric liquids derives from the tendency of the molecules to reco\-er their equilibrium,
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isotropic distribution of bond vectors following a perturbation. The viscous component
arises from the presence of other (polymer or solvent) molecules whicil delays the reorien-
tation process {II. "Nonnal" liquids have purely viscous bellaviour and follow Newton's
law of viscosity whereby the stress is proportional to the rate of deformatiOil. The constant
of proportionality is the viscosity fl. In viscoelastic liquids the viscosity is not constant but
itself depends on the deformation rate. Polymeric liquids usually have a viscosity which
decreases with increasing shear rate, giving rise to so-ealled shear-thinning behaviour. Fig-
,o·.---~--~------,
l'I (P.. s)
'0' :-.' : .
'.
Figure 1.1; Reprelentative fiow curve, for 6801' poly(dimethyl siloune). The approximately eonstan\
vdcmityat low shear rates (small del'ormauQIa) but decreasinS viscollity with shear rau at larKer defor-
ma£ionsis typital of polymeric liquids.
ure 1.1 shoW! an example of shear thinning in a polymer melt. In general the stress in
polymers has a nonlinear dependence on velocity gradients, which under large deformations
often results in unusual macroscopic flow phenomena, or a high degree of orientation of the
polymer chains. The large normal stresses generated in entangled flexible polymers, and
exceptional tensile strength and extensional viscosity in oriented fibers sbown in figure 1.2,
are examples of such effects. Study of the molecular basis for these behaviours is motivata:i
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Figure 1.2: Alltft, a polyisobutane solution demOllstrates rod-climbing, or the Weissenburg effect, due to
normalstl"C88 generated by rotatiug the rod in the polymeric liquid (reproduced with permission from (Ill.
Large normal strf!Slle5 are examples of nonlinear effccl.$ which occur in non-Newtonian liquids, and are
particularly import.alJt in processi"l: as they can affect quite dramatically the final mechanical properties
of materials containing polymeric liquids. At right., a spider produces dragline silk, a bk>pol.ymer which
is five times stronger than steel and can stretch up to 30% longer than its originallengtb. The nonlinear
dependence of stress on strain in this remarkable material allows the spider to support its own .."eight and
capture insects without the silk breaking.
in part by "he wish to predict molecular organization and reorganization in macroscopic
flows during processing and by the drive for new materials capitalizing on these effects. In
addition, the theories and models which describe them are based on fundlj.mental physical
ideas, and opportunities to test these ideas are exciting.
1.0.1 The nature and origin of stresses
Stress is always present in liquids. In equilibrium conditions the normal stress is simply
the isotropic pressure acting on a fluid element, or on a polymer chain. When one speaks
of stresses in the context of rheometry it is in terms of restoring forces generated in
conditions of relati\'e flow and deformation, and the isotropic stresses are ignored (I]. The
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Figure 1.3: Stresses in a polymer molemle under deformation, depicted here for the ClIlIe of 8 strong
shearing flow. The oomponen\S of stress on an imaginary plane normal to the velocity direction X are
drawn at right.
shear stress O"xy is the restoring force per unit area generated by a velocity gradient along
Y on a surface perpendicular to the X .axis, while the normal stress O"XX is the stress
generated by a velocity gradient along X on a surface perpendicular to Xl. For elastic
liquids there is a simple relation between the stress and the velocity gradients,
where K. = Vi! is tile rate of strain or velocity gradient tensor
K,OIJ=~' a,{J=X,Y,Z (1.1)
and tile viscosity also depends on the velocity gradients. For example, for simple shear, K
reduces to the shear rate Itxv = l' and the stress is simply the shear stress (!Xy = 1/(1').y.
For polymeric liquids and other viscoelastic fluids the stress will be a nonlinear function
of the velocity gradients. Mathematical expressions for stress for different classes of fluids
are developed either from phenomenological models or from theories based on the fluid
microstructure. Expressions for stress are important because they contain in full the
dependence of the stress on the velocity gradients for arbitrary flows.
I Here and throughout this dissertation, X, Y, Z are the hydrodynamic velocity, gradient and vorticity
axes, as dilltinguished from laboratDry frame coordiuates x, :V,'"
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Under small amplitude perturbations the normal stresses are negligible. The origin of
unequal normal stresses in polymeric liquids under larger amplitude deformations can be
understood in the following way: deformation of the average &hape of a polymer molecule
(its envelope) is anisotropic, and &0 the restoring forces generated are anisotropic as well. In
this case we expect the normal stresses to be unequal. In addition the off-diagonal elements
of the stress tensor (the shear stresses) may also be non-7.ero, depending on the geometry
of the deformation. In shear or extension one expects to find the largest component of the
stress (corresponding to the largest restoring force generated) to be Oxx, the component in
the direction of the flow, unless some unusual microstructure is present. The first normal
stress difference N1 =Oxx - Oyy and the second normal stress difference N, = Oyy - Ozz
are non-zero when nonlinear terms in the velocity gradients become important. As a result,
non-zero normal stress differences are signatures of nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour,
1.1 Linear viscoelasticity
Polymer fluid dynamicists have developed appropriate ways to measure deformation under
imposed stress; these studies are known collectively as rheomdry. The relative importance
of the viscous and elastic tendencies in the linear regime is measured by applying an
oscillatory deformation of varying frequency and ..'ery small amplitude so as not to drive the
molecules far from equilibrium. A time-dependent shear rate t(t) = tcos(wt) is applied,
and the frequency response of the shear stress is measured in terms of the complex modulus
C"(w). The real part G'(w) and the imaginary part G"(w), the storage and loss moduli,
are measured over a wide range of frequency. Several orders of magnitude of time-scale of
dynamical behaviour can be probed in this way,
These dynamic measurements are very useful in the linear regime, under equilibrium
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conditions and in dilute solutions where the polymer chains are not entangled and the per-
turbation under shear is small. The same principle has been applied recently to microrhe-
ologicaI measurements of G' and Gil where Brownian motion of the molecules themselves
provides the defonnation, and this method has been used to uncover complex dynamics in
biopolymers including DNA [2] and actin 13]. However, there is no immediate correlation
between the linear viscoelasticity and the important nonlinear response which matters
in most polymer proctSSing situations. The nonlinear regime is not limited to synthetic
processing: many naturally-occuring deformations inV(llve nonequilibrium conditions and
are of sufficient amplitude to cause microstructural rearrangement and a high degree of
alignment. The spider producing silk is a prime example.
There are various models which have been successful in describing linear viscoelasticity
in non-Newtonian fluids. These are discussed in many texts on the subject (1, 41. Early
molecular-based viscoelastic models for polymers treat the chains as beads connected by
springs, with the viscoelasticity modeled by elastic force in the springs and viscous Stokes
drag acting on the beads (51. In the dumbbell model the polymer chain is approximated by
two beads connected by a single spring. The dumbbell model successfully captures shear
thinning behaviour in dilute polymer solutions and does predict molecular reorientation
under large defonnation in the fonn of a coil stretch transition at a critical shear rate,
but like other simple molecular models has severe limitations which became apparent as
rheometric experiments have be<:ome more sensitive, particularly to small but non-zero
normal stress differences.
To uncover the complex nonlinear behaviour, tests on systems driven far from equi-
librium must be carried out and the results interpreted in terms of a model for nonlinear
viscoelastic behaviour which captures the essential physics.
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1.2 Molecular models for nonlinear viscoelasticity
The emphasis in this thesis will be 011 two molecular based theories [6, 7J. The theory of Doi
and Edwards (6J captures many of the nonlinear rheological properties of entangled Bexible
polymers in strong shearing Bows. In their picture the lateral motions of the chains are
assumed to be restricted by neighbouring chains, SO that the hydrodynamic drag, Brownian
motion, elastic and other forces occur mainly along the backbone direction and are grouped
together into traction in the chains. In the Doi-Edwards framework there is a hierarchy of
internal motions, and relaxation modes, associated with this back and forth wriggling or
"reptation" within an imaginary tube. The longest relaxation time Td is the time for the
polymer chain to completely reorient and define a new tube, and this time dominates any
observation times exceeding milliseconds. The stress tensor accounts for the forces through
an expression for bond orientational order calculated over the deformation history, and for
relaxation through a relaxation function suitable for diffusion within the tube. Ultimately
the elements of the Doi-Edwards stress tensor describe how forces are transmitted and how
energy is redistributed in the molecules. The Doi-Edwards model is still being improved.
In one refinement to the model (8), convective relative motion of the chains is considered
to operate simultaneously with the diffusion within the tube, removing entanglements and
providing an additional relaxation mechanism available to the chains.
Less flexible, rod-like polymers may have an inherent tendency to self-organize and align
spontaneously along a common direction or director n, thus exhibiting characteristics of
nematic liquid crystals (9]. The anisotropy is usually 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than
in more familiar partially ordered systems. There is an emerging interest in their use in
display technologie!'. llo~linear optietJ devices 110, llJ and other new applications, mOISt
of which hinge on the anisotropic material properties of oriented liquid crystal polymers.
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Liquid crystal polymers also exhibit nonlinear viscoelastic effects when the velocity field is
strong enough to perturb the director away from its equilibrium orientation. The theory
developed by Leslie and Ericksen [12, 13] describes the dynamics of rigid rod-like polymers
in flows. In this model the equation of dynamic equilibrium for director orientation arises
from a balance of competing magnetic and hydrodYIlamic torques. Though nematics do
not support stresses as solids and entangled polymers do, they can transmit torques. For
tlle nematic liquid crystal polymer we do not evaluate the stress; the magnetic resonance
experiments are sensitive to director orientation and we probe director reorientation under
extension and under shear.
In chapter 2 of this thesis an overview of magnetic resonance techniques and the exper-
imental rheo-NMR hardware used in these studies will be presented. Chapter 3 discusses
tile specially tailored method of performing spatially localized NMR in complex fluids.
Tlll1 results for a polymer melt in high shear will be presented in chapter 4 and discussed
in the context of the Doi-Edwards model for concentrated polymer solutions and melts.
The NMR results give direct information about the Doi·Edwards stress tensor for this
melt, and further are used to investigate the convected constraint release refinement to
the model. The model of Leslie and Ericksen is introduced in chapter 5 and applied to ex-
periments on a nematic liquid crystal polymer. The director dynamics are studied during
and following planar extension or shear flows, to determine the Leslie viscosity coefficients
which describe the behaviour of nematic liquid crystal polymers subjected to competing
maglletic and hydrodynamic viscous torques.
2 Magnetic resonance and
Rheo-NMR
Magnetic resonance is a relath·-e newcomer to the field of rheological investigations, and
since the first "rh~NMR" experiments by akatani et ai. [14] in 1990 it has emerged as
a valuable tool in rheometry. Unlike conventional bulk rheometric techniques, magnetic
resonance is sensitive to molecular length-scale effects such as segmental alignment. Its
strength lies in an ability to provide molecular-scale, as opposed to bulk, information about
induced and often weak alignment of complex fluids under flow. Both the prOlon dipolar
Figure 2.1: Croa-sectional vie.., of rbeometric de\ioes. uft: horizontal Couette cell. Right: four-roll
miU exten5iona1 flow cell. Shaded regions are occupied by the sample and in each case the cell is self-
contained. Arrows indicate direction of mech&nicaJ drivinl. with fluid slreamlines .bown for tbe four-roU
miU. The direction ollbe magnetic field, des~ted by Bo, ....ith respect to the rheometric cells is indicated
in tbe figure.
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interaction and the deuterium quadrupolar interaction can provide information regarding
local alignment, and since these are first order perturbations to the spin Hamiltonian, these
are always projected along the polarizing field axis associated with the zeroth order Zeeman
interaction. Spatially-localized NMR spectroscopy is used to measure local alignment in
the two geometries shown in figure 2.1. The Bow fields in these rheometric cells and the
need for localized spectroscopy will be discussed in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 later in this
chapter.
2.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance
The fundamentals of nuclear magnetic resonance are discussed in many excellent texts
on the subject [15, 16, 17, 18, 191. A brief discussion of the NMR phenomenon and
experimental NMR methods is presented here.
Elementary nuclear particles (protons, neutrons, and electrons) possess an intrinsic
angular momentum, or spin, and associated with this, a magnetic moment. The density
matrix p is an ensemble operator used to describe the probabilities for the quantum me-
chanical st.ates of the spin system and for transitions between energy levels. The density
matrix contains all of the information needed to calculate the value of any observable
quantity of interest. Its evolution is determined by the Liouville equation
where 1£ is the Hamiltonian (or energy) operator.
The density operator can be expressed in a basis of single-particle angular momentum
operators II, 17 and 1. defined with respect to the magnetic field fixed in the laboratory.
In the magnetic field 8""'0 oriented aIong the z-axis the Hamiltonian operator for interaction
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energy of the spin is
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This is known as the Zeeman magnetic interaction, and determines the energy le...-els of
the spin. For convenience, the factor of 1l is usually dropped, and the Hamiltonian written
in units of angular frequency [191. 'Y is tlle gyromagnetic: ratio unique to each nucleus:
for protons, ')'II =2.675 x 10' T-IS~1 and for deuterons 1'0 =4.11 X 107 T-ls-1 ""' ')'Id7.
The Zeeman interaction may be described by evolution operator U(t) .= tf18{j/.1 which
corresponds to a (clockwise) precession of the spin about the z axis at Larmor frequency
wo='YBo.
For spin-l/2 particles in thermal equilibrium the spins in the population may be ori-
ented parallel to 80 , corresponding to the slightly higher energy state, or antiparallel to
Do, with an excess of spins oriented in the parallel, lower energy state. The population
excess in the lower energy state is predicted by Boltzmann statistics, and results in a state
of polarization of the spin ensemble with magnetization Al0 directed along Bo.
lx, I y and I. are tensors. I. contains only diagonal elements which contain information
about the populations of the energy levels, and amplitude along I. is designated longi-
tudinal magnetization. The non-zero elements of Ix and I y are off-diagonal, and contain
the information about the phase coherence between the spin states. Ix and I., constitute
the observable, "transverse" magnetization. In thermal equilibrium there is only magna-
tiution along J. with no phase coherence between the spins and no obserVII.ble transverse
magnetization.
The phenomenon of magnetic resonance is achieved through application of a second
field HI at a frequency w = loI1I for time tp . The spins, being tiny magnetic: moments,
couple with the applied field and precess about the new transverse axis. The net magna-
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tization is reoriented through an angle Op "" -yBltp• In the semi-classical interpretation,
the net magnetization is tipped into the transverse plane. From the quantum mechanical
viewpoint, there has been an evolution of the density matrix from I~ to Ix and 1
"
creating
observable transverse magnetization which is coherent. NMR experimentalists have devel-
oped an impressive variety of methods to manipulate spin populations, so as to report in
different ways on their local environment.
Detection of the NMR signal is via a receiver antenna transverse to Bo. The time
domain acquisition, called the free induction decay or FID, is an interferogram of all of the
signals contributing; that is, of the precessions which are superimposed on the precession
at the Larmor frequency woo The precession produces an emf in the coil and the signal
is acquired using a receiver tuned to the Larmor frequency. The time domain signal is
then Fourier transformed to yield a spectrum of frequencies centred at w "" WOo Most
magnets currently in use for NMR are superconducting, and produce extremely stable,
homogeneous static fields. Typical laboratory magnetic field strengths are in the range
from 2 T to 22 T, so that the frequency of irradiation and detection fo = Wo/2rr is usually
in the tens of MHz to 1 GHz range, corresponding to radio (RF) to microwave frequencies.
The RF pulse disturbs the spin system away from its equilibrium state and the system
then returns to thermal equilibrium. The longitudinal magnetization is recovered as energy
is given up by the spins to the lattice. T1 is the time scale for this relaxation mechanism.
Typically T1 ~O.l to 10 s for protons at room temperature. T2 describes the decay of
magnetization in the transverse plane, as the spins come to thermal equilibrium among
themselves, by exchanging energy directly with spins as well as indirectly with the lattice.
Since transverse magndization represents a state of phase coherence, it is sensitive to terms
in the spin Hamiltonian which cause the spins to dephase, and is very sensitive to slow
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motions. In general T2 < TI , and T2 <: T, for the slowly 8uctuatinginteractions between
spins which occur in solids and immobile macromolecules (19). Phenomenologically, these
relaxation processes are described by dIe Bloch equations which are used to predid means
by which spin magnetization may be manipulated. These will be discussed in chapter 3.
2.1.1 Spin Hamiltonian
A nuclear spin communicates with its surroundings through various interactions. It is
through these interactions that the spins relax. The interactions may be broadly classed
as arising from external fields or from internal ones;
1l=1le>:t+'14nt
where 1lt 'ICI = 1lo+1l l is the sum of the Zeeman interactions arising from external fields Eo
and B l and is sensitive to inhomogeneities in the external fields. The spin interactions with
internal fields can be written as a sum of dipolar, quadrupolar, chemical shift anisotropy
and scalar coupling interactions:
1liDt =1lo +1lq, +1lcs +14c.w.
The first two terms are particularly important here as they are bilinear in the spin operator
J•. This means they are described by second rank tensors which transConn under rotations
as second rank spherical harmonics. They result in first--order spectra comprising two lines
whose splitting is proportional to the strength of the interaction and to the direction cosines
of internuclear vectors or bond angles. The splitting thus provides valuable orientation
inConnation. These tenus in the spin Hamiltonian are due to dipole-dipole interactions
between spins, especially strong for J = 1/2 spins, and the quadrupole interaction of a
I > 1/2 spin with its electronic environment.
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2.1.2 Proton dipolar interaction: IH N!\ffi.
14
Each nuclear spin dipole exerts a large influence on the dipole moments of remote spins
through the dipolar interaction. The geometry of the interaction is shown in figure 2.2.
The strength of the dipolar interaction is written
for two spins separated by internuclear distance li.2! (written simply as rl2 below) and
Figure 2.2: Dipol~ipole interaction between two spins wboee ffiative poaitiol1ll are de.:r1bed by inter-
nuclear vector f l1 and angle B'1 bet1l't'efl ;" and Do.
angle 812 , The angle 9.,(t) fluctuates as the segments of a polymer rotate and translate
under Brownian motion. The dipolar Hamiltonian causes the spin magnetization to expe-
rience a precession wo(t) and splits the proton resonance into a doublet. (3cos2 912 -1)/2
is the second Legendre polynomial P,(cos81,) and contains the orientation information,
and Jlo1"1if(41rT12) is the dipolar coupling constant which defines the strength of the inter-
action. For protons separated by rl2 ~ 1.5A, this corresponds to an interaction strength
on the order of 100 kHz. In solids and motionally-bindered liquids having an internuclear
vector which is fixed, the IH NMR lineshape is dominated by dipolar interactions.
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2.1.3 Nuclear quadrupolar interaction: 2H NMR
15
The quadrupolar interaction arises from the interaction between the nuclear quadrupole
moment eQ and the surrounding electric field gradient (EFG). Figure 2.3 shows the geom·
etry of this interaction, for a carbon--deuterium bond. For an electric field gradient which
is axially symmetric, the quadrupolar interaction strength in the laboratory frame is
1/Q(t) - 41;~'~ I) P,(=O(t)) [3P, - 1(1 + I)J ' (2.2)
where Va represents the principal field gradient component. As is the case for dipolar
interactions, the strength of the quadrupolar interaction will be modulated by the local
motions which cause 9(t} to fluctuate. The quadrupolar Hamiltonian causes the spin
Figure 2.3: Geomary of the quadrupolar interaction arisinI from a static uniaxial eJectric field gradient
teMOr on & CD hood, oriented at &nIle S to the static magnetic lieId.
magnetization to experience a precession WQ(t) and splits the deuterium resonance into a
doublet separated by
(2.3)
expressed in terms of the Legendre polynomial P2(cos9(t)). 3eVu Q/2h is the quadrupolar
coupling constant which defines the strength of the interaction. The spectrum will contain
a doublet from each inequivalent deuteron. In protons the quadrupole moment, and hence
1iQ, is zero due to the symmetry of the nucleus. For spin 1 ;> 1/2 systems the quadrupoJar
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interaction is significant and is usually the dominant interaction. Deuterium, or 2H, has
spin I = 1. The quadrupolar interaction has proven particularly useful in structural and
dynamical studies of partially-ordered systems such a.s liquid crystals, where isotopically-
labeJed carbon-deuterium bonds typically yield quadrupole splittings of around 200 kHz.
The tenus arising from internal fields are weak compared to the overwhelmingly larger
Zeeman Hamiltonian 1l•. For this reason we often wish to suppress the unwanted Zeeman
interaction, which is not a measure of anisotropy and which may otherwise mask the
interesting dipolar and quadrupoJar interactions arising from Bow-induced anisotropy.
2.1.4 Motional averaging, and chain order via guest probe molecules
The molecular length scale accessed in NMR spectroscopy is determined by the type and
strength of the interactions of the spins, and also by the degree and nature of motional
averaging of the interactions experienced by the spin at its location. Let us consider the
quadrupolar interactioll, and the motions experienced by a deuteron located somewhere
on the polymer chain. The static (before averaging) interaction strength is that arising
Figure 2.4: Static uniaxial EFG tensor on C-D bond projocted onto tbe segmental axis by tbe local
motions.
from tJle static uniaxial EFG tensor on a particular C-D bond. Rotation occurs about the
local axis of symmetry, the local segment axis, which redefines the principal axis system
of the electric field gradient. The EFG tensor is transfonued to the segment axis, denoted
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by the local director ii. Figure 2.4 demonstrates this effect. The splitting of the doublet
appearing ill the spectrum is interpreted by decomposing the angle (J into (Ja, the angle of
the C-D bond with respect to the segment axis, and 0 the angle between the segment axis
and Bo. U (Ja Buctuates very rapidly and a very slowly compared to the sLrength of the
interaction in the spectrum, then the spherical harmonic theorem may be used to obtain
the averaged value of P,(cos(J(t)) 116}:
P,(cos(J(t)) = P,(C05(Ja(t» P,(C060).
Here the averaging is carried out over a time short enough that a:::: constant but long on
the time scale of the fluctuations of (Ja. Effectively the anisotropy is projected onto the
chain backbone, the interaction strength is scaled down by P,(cos9a(t)), and what remains
is the residual segmental orientational order. The residual segmental order is not averaged
to zero if "t¥RentaI reorientation is "low enough. In the situations v." are interested in,
polymeric liquids are driven far from equilibrium and the Bexible, entangled molecules
experience weak, viscous stretching and elastic restoring forces such that the anisotropy is
just large enough, and the segmental reorientation just slow enough to result in a non-zero
residual segmental orientational order.
Use of deuterium as the NMR probe is particularly suitable for alignment studies 8JId
leads to a spectrum which is easy to interpret, howe~-er it is very difficult to isotopi-
cally label any but the simplest of molecules. It is also possible in NMR to use a simple
isotopically-labeled guest probe molecule to inherit the order of the partially-ordered sys-
tem of interest. If the Signal is obtained from the guest probe molecule, then the issue
of the size of the probe molecule, specifically its mobility, becomes important. Consider
first the case of a small benzene probe molecule which is placed as a dilute species near
a polymer segment whose orientation ii defines the loc.al director. The tumbling probe
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molecule will undergo steric interactions with that segment and experience an anisotropic
mean orientation. The probe will exhibit a scaled down quadrupole splitting associated
with that local site via a "pseud~nematic" interaction [201. This interaction is akin to
the local anisotropic steric interaction experienced by small probe molecules placed in a
nematic liquid crystalline environment. On average, the probe molecule samples an ensem-
ble average value for P2(COSa:) as it diffuses over the molecular dimensions. The ensemble
average of P2(rosO) is equivalently written in terms of the direction cosines of the segment
director u: S. := (fl'dsu.(..) Us(.s) - 1/3), a\-eraged over the length L of the polymer
chain. The quadrupole splitting may then be written
(2.4)
For typical small molecules the diffusion time to cross the molecular length scale is suffi-
ciently short to ensure that motional averaging occurs in the sampling of the distribution
of i1 orientations. For larger guest probe molecules, the diffusion constant is smaller and
the averaging incomplete: the probe samples fewer sites during the NMR experiment and
does not report on the bulk average segment orientation but on a mesosoopic-length-scaIe
average, and hence may reflect some microstructure.
2.1.5 Spin echoes
The most straightforward way to create coherence in the transverse plane is to apply a
single excitation (:1I"/2)z excitation pulse (recalling that (Jp := 'Y B I t, this is a rotation of
90 degrees about the x-axis), and immediately begin acquiring the signal. However, the
excitation pulses are high power and require sufficient time for the hardware to recover,
acquisition in this fashion will not "'"ark for rapidly-decaying signals in solids and partially-
ordered liquids baving very short T2• Tbis issue is resolved by applying a second pulse at
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time T, to cause the coherence to refocus at time 2T. These echo sequences are extremely
useful as they separate the signal from any spectrometer deadtime following a pulse and
transients due to switched magnetic field gradients, and also allow the experimenter to
seJect for different coherences.
The Hahn echo is a 90", - T - 180~ pulse sequence which refocuses Zeeman interactions
such as those associated witll chemical shift or local field inhomogeneity while preserving
the evolution due to bilinear interactions. The solid echo is a 90", - T - 90~ sequence. In
the presence of Zeeman broadening the solid echo will refocus interactions associated with
terms in the Hamiltonian which are bilinear in the spin operator 1%, in particular proton
dipolar and deuteron quadrupolar interactiolls. In most situations either the dipolar or
the quadrupolar interaction, but not both, will be signific8Jlt. The roles of these echo
pulse combinations in the spectroscopy experiments used in this work are specific to the
applications and will be discussed in section 3.3.
The acquired signal represents a superposition of spin interactions at all interaction
frequencies which modulate the nuclear Larmor frequency, each weighted by the strength
of the interaction. There are two main ways to extract the information. The first, implied
in the preceding discussion, is spectroscopy: the signal from the entire sample is Fourier
transformed to obtain a spectrum of the contributing frequencies. This has the advantage
of being sensitive to molecular lengtlt-scale fluctuations in the interactions, information
which is available in the spectrum. The response is averaged over the entire sample. There
is no spatial resolution and spatial homogeneity in samples is usually a requirement.
The second broad category of applications is magnetic resonance imaging and velocime-
try, which are discussed below.
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2.1.6 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRl)
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The spatial encoding of information required for magnetic resonance imaging is achieved
by applying a magnetic field gradient during the radiofrequency irradiation. Spins in the
sample along the direction of increasing gradient strength have increasing local field, and
their precession frequency imparts an extra phase to the spins. The phase of the spins
is then related to their position in real space during an encoding step as the signal is
acquired. Details of the NMR imaging method can be fnund in reference [19J, in chapter
3.
Clearly the advantage of magnetic resonance imaging is that one obtains intensity
(as the sum of all interactions contributing to the signal, for the nucleus in question) as
a function of position in the sample. Often, samples with spatial inhomogeneities are
deliberately used to obtain spatially resolved information, and tIle ability to distinguish
different tissue environments is the basis of the now.indispensible use of MRI in medical
applications. Pixel intensity in the image is sensitive to T1 and T2 , and can reveal mesoscale
information, but molecular length-scale (sub-nanometer) information such as internuclear
distances or bond orientation is lost. Large magnetic field gradients may be used used to
achieve resolution of 40 Il!O to 100 ~m per pixel, and then the method is refened to as
magnetic resonance microscopy, or "microimaging".
2.1.7 Velocimetry
Dynamic NMR microscopy works 011 the same principle as microscopy, with the major
difference that the intensity in the resulting image corresponds not to spin density but
to the displacement of the spins during a known time inten-aJ between gTadient events
in the pulse sequence; in other words, to the velocity. Details of the velocity encoding
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method can be found in reference [19J. in chapter 9. From velocity maps obtained in two
perpendicular directions in the plane of the flow, & velocity magnitude. or speed map.
is calculated. Again the resolution is less than 100 ~m per pixel. Magnetic: resonance
velocimetry cannot approach the resolution of optical flow visualization techniques, but it
has the significant advantage that it does not have the transparency criterion and it is a
valuable technique for in situ velocity measurements.
2.2 Rheometric devices
2.2.1 Horizontal Couette cell
The horizontal Couette cell consists of two concentric cylinders. Bet",-een the cylinders
a laminar shear flow is established, with the long cylinder axis situated perpendicular
to the external, vertical (in the lab frame) magnetic field. This geometry is a greater
design challenge than is a Couette cell with long axis colinear with the drive mechanism
and magnetic field direction. hut the horizontal version confers significant advantages,
discussed below. which were crucial to obtaining the segmental orientation results in the
polymer melt. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic representation of the horizont.al Couette cell
at left, and a photo oftbe apparatus at right. The outer. stationary c:ylinder of the Couette
cell is made of glass, with a 6 mm inner diameter. The inner. rotating cylinder is 5 mm
in diameter a.nd is made from MACOR machinable ceramic. The gap is 10 mm long and
holds"" 0.3 cm3• of fluid. Teflon end caps ensure that no sample escapes from the gap
during the experiment and a constant rate of shear is maintained throughout the sample.
The RF coils are coaxial with and surround the Couette cell for maximum signal. The
cell itself is designed to be removed intact through one of the tlAlO vertical supports of the
apparatus, allowing interchange of IH and 2H RF coils without difficult reloading of the
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Figure 2.5: Horizontal Couette cell. The inset M left shows the h)'drodynamic frame in the Couette
Cf'OISoIeCtion. A photo of the MlIeP1bled cen is shown at right...itb ODe of the~ remQ\oOO £01" the photo.
1be bale or the apparatWl filA directly ODto the microimagi.q probe.
sample. The base of the apparatus fits directly onto the Bruker RF imaging probe. the
set of magnetic field gradient coils is mounted on the outside and the entire apparatus fits
up into the bore of the magnet such that the Couette cell is situated in the centre of the
magnet bore where the field is homogeneous to better than one part per million.
The mechanical driving of the shear is performed via a drive shaft which runs from
the top of the rheometer, up the bore of the magnet to a stepper motor. Five different
gear boxes, as well as the direct drive of the motor, are used to achieve driving frequencies
ranging from 0.0007 S-1 to 4 8-1. With two turns of the inner cylinder for every three
rotations of the drive shaft, this corresponds to shear rates l' covering the range 0.015 S-I
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to 83.8 8- 1, according to
'1 =~ =~. fr = 21f~:~:: ·f. = 1011"5' fd
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(2.5)
where r is the inner cylinder radius, fr is the rotation rate of the inner cylinder, and fd is
the frequency of the drive system.
The velocity field produced by the concentric cylinder Couette cell is a steady shear
flow, witb constant velocity gradient across the gap. The velocity in the tangential direc-
tioll of the Couette cell, and the velocity gradient in the radial direction, define axes of the
hydrodynamic frame. The third axis is colinear with the long axis of the Couette cell and
is perpendicular to the magnetic field direction in these experiments. Within the gap the
orientation of the velocity - velocity gradient axes varies with position around the Cou-
ette cell, as indicated in the inset of figure 2.5. Under shear, polymer chains experiencing
anisotropy will align at some angle to these &XeS. Molecular alignment within the shear
plane may be explored if each experiment is limited to a small arc of the flow field, in
which the hydrodynamic axes lie at prescribed orientations with respect to the magnetic
field (obervation) direction. Shear rates sufficiently high so as to perturb the polymer
chains well into the nonlinear regime were achieved in the Couette melt experiments, and
these results are used to test the Doi-Edwards model of viscoelasticity in melts.
2.2.2 Four roll mill
The four roll mill produces a more complicated macroscopic flow. A schematic of the four
roll mill apparatus used for the extension experiments is shown in figure 2.6 at left, with a
photo of the unassembled apparatus at right. Approximately 0.5 cm3 of liquid is contained
in the assembled sample cell.
Though several rheometric designs are able to achieve a perfectly homogeneous velocity
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Figure 2.6: Left: dimension~ of the four roll mill, drawn in cross-section, with arrows indicating direction
of mechanical driving of the rollers. The distance from the stagnation point (labeled (O,O)) to each roller
edge is d =2.18 rom. The direction of the rollel'll can be reversed for flow in the opposite direction. Right:
photo of the unassembled cell. Each of the four rollers is 4.9 mm in diameter, and the cell hold» -0.5 CC.
of liquid.
field for the case of shear, it is nearly impossible to realize purely extensional flow fields
in a self-rontained apparatus in which the sample volumes im-ol\"ed can be kept small.
Extension is a transient penomenon and requires continuous renewal of sample. In the
four roll mill the flow is not homogeneous, and a fluid element will experience a mixture
of shear and extensional velocity fields during its flow history. This is apparent from the
streamlines calculated from the Navier Stokes equations for a Newtonian fluid, shown in
figure 2.1, which provides a simplified picture of the ideal flow field in this apparatus.
The four roll mill has the important characteristics that it is self·contained; the ftow is
two--dimensional- the velocity field is unifonn in the \-orticity direction (along the length
of the roller), and so is fully described within a cros,s.sectional plane; and around the
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central, stagnation region of this device the flow is purely extensional. Because fluid
elements experience long residence times in the stagnation region the extension is assumed
to dominate the flow history.
2.2.2.1 Flow n~r a ,!agnation point
We are interested in the flow field in the region where the approximation of pure planar
extension holds. The streamlines for a stagnation flow are the hyperbolae ¢ = t%fl where
t is the velocity gradient or rate of strain. The flow is assumed to be two dimensional,
and
tI = (11",11,,0) = (-tz,£II,O) (2.6)
where the origin z = 0 = " is taken to be the centre of the geometry. The magni-
tude of the velocity of a fluid element at distance r from the origin (see Fig. 2.6(a» is
11 =~ = ir. At r = d, where d is the distance from the stagnation point to each
roller edge, v must match the tangential velocity at the edge of the roller and the velocity
gradient t = vld = 2'11" frald is calculated directly from the mechanical driving frequency
J.. In our four roll mill cell the dimensions are roller radius a = 2.44 mm and distance
d = 2.18 mm so that the ideal strain rate in the centre is t = 7.03 f •.
From v, = d"jdt = £" it follows that the stretching of the chains scales exponentially
with residence time in the flow: ,,= 'Joel!, reflecting the fact that extension is a transient
phenomenon. The issue of the length of time spent in the extensional flow is crucial to
the total strain experienced by the molecules. The residence time diverges at the origin or
stagnation point where v" =°= tI,. and polymer molecules on streamlines which approach
the origin encounter very long residence times and a high total strain.
Recently Leal d aI. 1211 have carried out detailed numerical simulations for dilute
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polymer solutions in a four roll mill, to find the relative amounts of shear and extension,
and the resulting deformation expected, everywhere within the non-homogeneous flow
field. Their results indicate that for shear rate above the critical value for coil-stretch
transition, the stretched polymers modify the flow field quite dramatically and in ways
which depend on parameters of the polymer solution. This means that even if the flow
field can be calculated everywhere (with approximations), it is essential to have some
in situ description of the flow field when interpreting experimental results. The flow
field obtained using NMR velocimetry will be shown later in chapter 5. Despite the
complexity of its flow field the four roll mill cell is a convenient rheometric apparatus for
the reasons given above. It was used here to obtain data from only the stagnation region to
determine director orientation during and following extension, and test predictions of the
Leslie-Erickson theory for molecular orientation and dynamical behaviour of liquid crystal
polymers in planar extensional flow.
2.2.3 Other rheomctric devices
Other rheometric devices were used for shear experiments on liquid crystals. These will be
treated only briefly since they are more standard rheometric devices. They were not spe-
cially designed for the experiments and spatially localized spectroscopy was not performed
in these devices; all measurements were carried out in the bulk. Both are self-contained
devices which required:::; 1 cm3 of sample fluid. The vertical Couette cell is a concentric
cylinder apparatus, in this case with the long axis of the cylinder colinear with the magnet
bore and with the drive shaft, allowing for UTlcomplicated coupling of the rotating inner
cylinder with drive shaft extending down the bore of the magnet. The cone-and-plate cell
also produces steady shear and is probably the most common rheometric geometry in use.
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In this apparatus the sample is placed in the gap between a cone and a Bat stationary
plate. The rotation of the cone at mechanical driving frequency I. produces a constant
shear rate throughout the sample, provided the angle the roDe makes with the plate is
small. The shear rate is i' = 21r1./80 for gap angle 80 • Complete discussions of cone
llJld plate and roncentric cylinder Couette rheometers can be found in standard rheology
texts [1,41, and the particular locally-constructed cells used here are described in [22J.
Rheo-NMR measurements were carried out in a 7 T magnetic field at a deuteron
frequency of 42 MHz in a AMX300 spectrometer (Bruker). The commercial microimaging
probehead was also built by Bruker. 20 mm and 25 rom diameter 2H-tuned coils for
imaging and spectroscopy were constructed specially for this work and are also suitable
for more general use.
Most of the experimental results in this thesis refer to two quite different polymeric
systems and are analyzed on the basis of two different molecular models. The background
literature and important previous results are discussed, where helpful and appropriate, in
the exJ)"..rimentai chapters which follow.
3 Selective storage for
imaging and spectroscopy
Simulations provide an opportunity to mimic experimental conditions and optimize pa.-
rameters in advance without using up valuable spectrometer time. Simulated response of
a spin system to RF pulses is used here to investigate selective storage of magnetization
from different regions of sample in the rheometric cells in order to carry out studies of
molecular ordering along different directions of the principal axis system of the molecule.
The focus of application is in rheo-NMR [23, 241 studies of soft condensed matter such
as polymers and liquid crystals, systems for which the intennediate motional narrowiDg
leads to T2 < rl • The approacl:J here is to selectively store magnetization from the desired
regions so that it is then available for imaging or spectroscopy, at the same time destroying
coherent signal from the regions we are not interested in. Both the stored signal and the
incoherence induced elsewhere are temporary; the system will return to equilibrium, but
on a timescale which is governed by the much longer Tl • We thus create a window in
which to perform the desired measurement,
Localized NMR spectroscopy is extensively used in biomedical magnetic resonance,
where a wide variety of selective excitation methods are successfully emplO)'ed (25, 26, 27,
28, 29). These methods depend on the use of a frequency·selective RF pulse applied in the
28
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presence of a magnetic field gradient, so that only spins from a desired region of the sample
participate in the NMRspectrum. Because long pulses are needed to excite a narrow band
of frequencies, the issue of spin relaxation during the excitation process can be important.
Most sequences cause the spin magnetization of interest to execute a complex trajectory
in Cartesian space, in which the respective durations of transverse and longitudinal com-
ponents determine the degree of T2 and T1 relaxation. There are two motivating questions
here. First, what happens to the spins during the excitation pulses and delays in existing
selection schemes; that is, precisely how do tbey evolve before arriving at their final state?
Second, can a selection scheme be devised, for our purposes, which is less sensitive to tbe
critical intervals where T2 decays enter? To address these questions, the spin response
was simulated for a number of pulse sequences to determine magnetization trajectories
and spatial profiles. The scheme which was found to be particularly robust against T2
relaxation was then incorporated into a method of doing spatially resolved spectroscopy
using the available NMR and rheo-NMR hardware.
3.1 Spatially localized NMR
There is an inverse Fourier relation bet\o\-eeD the pulse duration and the range of spins
excited. Short, high power pulses are used to excite all spins in a sample and are called
broadband or hard pulses. Frequency-selective or "soft" pulses excite only a portion of
the spectrum and are much longer and of lower power. In spatial localization techniques
the selective pulses are applied in the presence of a magnetic field gradient. The local
frequency experienced by a nuclear spin under the action of a RF pulse and a magnetic
field gradient, expressed as an offset from the Larmor frequency, is w = 7G~ z where G~ is
the field gradient at position z from the slice centre. The gradient in the magnetic field, by
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Figure 3.1: The inverse Fourier relation important in magnetic resonance. The Fourier transform of
sin(z)/zisareet.angularorhatfunction, producing an approximately reetangular frequency profilellCI"Oll5
the sample. Usually three-lobe sine RF pul!lell &re used, and a very nearly rectangular .l:lPatial profile is
reali?ed.
associating each spin along the gradient direction with a unique field and hence a unique
frequency w, translates the frequency profile into a spatial profile. The larger the field
gradient, the narrower the region represented by the frequency profile and the greater the
spatial resolution.
The desired effect in applications is excitation or manipulation of the spins within a
well-defined, rectanguJarspatiai profile. By convention a pulse having a shape ofsin(at)jat,
or sinc(at), is used, since the Fourier transform ofsinc(at) is a hat function. This assumes
that the response of the nuclear spins to the excitation, described by the Bloch equations, is
linear when in fact this is only true for small excitation angles. It has been shown however
that the experimental profile resulting from a modulated RF pulse is approximately pro-
portiona! to the Fourier transform of the modulation [30, 31], and so for practical purposes
the linear IT approximation }JOlds. Other more complex ways to achieve a rectangular
Fourier response can be imagined, and many have been shown to be quite effective [32, 33),
hut because of its simplicity the sine pulse is the most widely used excitation pulse.
During the sinc pulse the excited spins are exposed to the negative effects of dephasing
and transverse relaxation for part of the pulse duration, and this may lead to significant
signal loss. These problems compound in situations that require that several selective
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pulses be applied in sequence, for example for selection in two or three orthogonal space
directions leading to excitation of the region common to these slices. Ideally, the selection
part of the pulse sequence must be fast enougb to avoid excessive decays of the observable
signal. In cases where T2 is on the order of milliseconds to tens of milliseconds the decay
can be severe.
The spatial localization method developed here, referred to as split-sinc selective stor-
age, is based on a composite softjhard pulse selective storage method propo6ed by Post d
o.L 134] and first implemented by Aue d at [35). It consists of a .:{2 non-selective pulse
sandwiched between the leading and trailing halves of a 1r{2 sinc selective pulse of opposite
phase. Spins having local frequencies which fall within the bandwidth of the selective pulse
experience a zero net tip angle, while spins outside the desired region are affected only
by the non-selective pulse and are immediately subjected to a large (as large as possible)
dephasing gradient. The method of using a large magnetic field gradient to dephase un-
wanted trallsverse magnetization is well known and has been employed in several volume
localization techniques [26, 27, 35). Since they destroy coherence between the spins for as
long as the re<:o'o"ery time T l , large dephasing gradients are avoided in biomedical appli-
cations involving multislice experiments wherein adjacent regions of space are excited in
rapid succession. This is not the case here. The only interest in the extra.-slice spins is in
ensuring they do not contribute to the signal. Following the dephasing gradient the only
coherent magnetization remaining lies within the pulse profile and is preserved along the
l axis for later recall.
A comparative study of profiles resulting from several volume-selective pulse tech-
niques (36] indicates that well-defined profiles may be achieved using the pulse cluster
described above. The rele\-ant magnetization trajectories for several selection techniques
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",-ere investigated as part of this thesis project, and the split-sine selective storage pulse
scheme was found to be particularly suitable in the case of spin systems for which T, <: Tl •
Its associated magnetization trajectories and resulting profiles are compared here to those
for another possible method of z~storage consisting of a standard refocused 11"/2 sine selec~
tive pulse followed by a -rr/2 non-selective storage pulse. This approach is taken simply
to point out the significant advantage, in severe T, situatioDS, of the split-sine selective
storage pulse over selective techniques employing conventional sine excitation pulses. The
focus will then be on the application of this approach in the rheo-NMR geometries shown
in figure 2.1.
3.2 Numerical methods
The magnetization trajectories were investigated by solving the Bloch equations in the
rotating frame of the RF pulse. The Bloch equations are the relations appropriate to
NMR imaging for describing the response of the components MI , My and M,. of the spin
magnetization vector, to RF perturbation. For a static field Be along z and an RF field
B I applied along :r, these equations are
dM.
dt
dM,
dt
dM,
dt
...,My(Bo - wh) - ~
...,M,B l - ...,U,,(Bo - wh) - ~
-...,MyBI _ M,. ; Mo (3.1)
in a frame of reference rotating with the spins at the Larmor frequency. Here Mo is the
equilibrium value of the polarization along z, and ..., is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus
under study. The local frequency experienced by a nuclear spin under the action of the
RF pulse and the magnetic field gradient is w = ...,G,. z at position z from the slice centre.
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A £ourth-order Runge.Kuu.a algorithm [371 was used to find numerical solutions to the
coupled Bloch equations (Eq. (3.1» and simulate the response of the spin system to an
arbitrary RF excitation. Given known values for variables at some point:r; and the known
functional form for their derivatives, this integration technique advances the solution over
the interval h by first finding the derivatives at:r;, finding the derivatives twice at :r;+hI2,
and finally at :r; + h. In the fourth-order Runge--Kutta method the error scales with the
interval size h to the fourth power. One major benefit of the numerical versus analytical
approach is that one does llot need to know the form of the Fourier transform to determine
the spatial response. Any arbitrary pulse shape can be handled in this way. Equations (3.1)
were solved during the pulses and the subsequent dephllSing gradient, to arrive at spatial
profiles which could be compared with each other.
Typically 512 points were used to represent the spatial profile, and for each of these
points the magnetization trajectory was calculated over 2048 time steps, covering all pulse,
gradient and rephasing elements in the pulse sequence. For multiple applications of the
pulses the number of time steps was increased acoordingly. The calculations presented here
are for 2 InS three-lobe sine selective pulses, starting magnetization vector M = (0,0, 1), and
values for gradient strength and hard pulse duration appropriate for typical experimental
hardware. For slice selection a gradient of 0.0176 Tim was used in the numerical solutions,
corresponding to 5% of the maximum gradient available for the gradient power supplies.
25% gradient strength or 0.088 Tim was used for the 1 ms dephasing gradients. A value
of ill of 0.3 roT was used, corresponding to a 20 IJS non-selective 71:12 pulse.
The time evolution of ill-slice magnetization, during the preparation along z and the
subsequent large dephasing gradient, is shown in figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b). For the split-
sine selective storage pulse cluster, M. is only momentarily tipped toward the transverse
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Figure 3.2: Simulated time evolution of in-slice magnetization M. for (a) (lr/4)"I-[-Jr/2)-(Jr/4).ol and
(b) (11"/2)"'1-[-71"/2] z-storage for n '" 1 s (black solid lines), T, '" 10 ms (dotted Hnel), and T, = 1 InS
(dashed lines). TheseleetivepulSelare2msthree-lol>esincpulllell.
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plane (fig. 3.2(a» and is successfully prepared along z before the large spoiler gradient
is applied. Consequently tbe signal in the spatial profile is almost entirely preserved
even when T2 conditions are severe. This is impressive when compared to sine pulses
(fig. 3.2(b», for which the magnetization undergoes a large excursion into the transverse
plane where it remains for almost the entire second half of the pulse. When T2 is on
the order of 1 ms, less than 20% of the in-slice magnetization is recoverable following
tbe z-storage. For selection techniques employing sine excitation pulses, the resulting
1065 of signal in the magnetization profile can be dramatic, especially when the nature of
tbe experiment requires selection in more than one direction. Figure 3.3 compares the
calculated profiles following two successive applications of the selection, for a typical total
z- storage duration of 8 IDS. For the calculations using T2 = 10 InS shown in figure 3.3 (a),
both profiles are well-defined. However the split-sine selective z-storage preserves 98% of
the in-slice magnetization, compared to 6~A. for the refocused sine pulse. The comparison
is much more dramatic for the extreme case of T2 = 1 IDS (lig. 3.3 (b)). The split·sinc
pulse prolile is now less sharply defined, yet a full 84% of the starting signal is preserved
in the profile. In contrast the sine profile has been reduced to 2% of its original signal.
Several other pulses which are shown to have excellent spatial profile characteristics (26,
27, 33) were also investigated. In normal liquids or tissue comprised mostly of water tbese
schemes are very appropriate. None of the these were as robust as tbe split-sinc sequence
against severe T2 relaxation. Based on the excellent performance of the split-sine selective
storage method in terms of rectangular slice profile and short exposure of M~ to transverse
dephasing, 'Ao"e incorporated it into a method of doing spatially selective spectr06COpy. Using
this selective storage precursor along with the appropriate NMR spectroscopy experiment,
direct spatial information about llow·induced alignment is obwned.
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Figure 3.3: Profiles :u::rOS$ the desired ~lke following two successive applications of the split-sine (shown
in black) and refocused sine (gray) :-storage methods, representing selection in two orthogonal directions
in strongly relaxing spin systel11.ll: (a) T, '" 10 ms; (b) T, '" 1 ms.
3.3 Spectroscopy
In solids and liquid crystals the quadrupolar interaction strengths are hundreds of kHz,
and the splittings are easily resoh"td via quadrupolar echo experiments. In contrast, f1ow-
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Figure 3.4: Pulse sequence showing two applications of the !!elective storage cluster (the portion outlined
by tbe dashed line) followed by the two-dimensional spectroscopy experiment. The dephasing gradient
shown here is applied along z, however it may equally be applied in any (or all) of the three orthogonal
dlre<:tionsfollowlngthe z·storage.
induced alignment of chain segments in entangled polymers is extremely weak. The probe
molecule reports on the weakly ordered segments and the quadrupolar splittings are on the
order of tens of Hz. If the design of the sample/probe is anything other than one which has
a high degree of symmetry with the magnetic field, there will he inhomogeneities in the
magnetic field across the sample. This results in inhomogeneous broadening of the spectral
linewidth in the acquisition domain and a fundamental lower limit on the splittings which
can he resolved in that sample via a straightforward quadrupolar echo experiment. In
the horizontal Couette tJle intrinsic linewidth is approximately 100 Hz. Clearly, normal
quadrupolar echo experiments in the acquisition domain will not he sufficient to pick out
the weak ordering effects. Instead, in the Couette experiments, two-dimensional spectra
were acquired. The pulse sequence used is pictured in figure 3.4. In this method a se-
ties of Hahn echoes were collected wherein the delay time tl was incremented to define
the evolution domain. The Hahn echo refocuses all Zeeman effects, and the second rank
tensorial interactions remain to modulate the echo. t 1 is chosen carefully to ensure the
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Figure 3.5: Representative ~H NMR spectra obtained using the selective storage technique, for a deuter-
ated benzene probe molecule in a polymer m<!lt under shear in the horizontal Collette cell. The spectra
"'ere obtained at shear rate;' = 16.8 S-1 and using the spectfOllCOpy sequence of figure 3.4. The corre-
sponding images usint; the selective storage precufllOr "'ere obtained with the fluid at rest. At top, signal
is selecti\-ely obtained from the region of the pp "'here II II do, and at bottom where 'iii! II Bo. The
orientations of the hydrodynamic frame in the selected regions, dilcussed in section 2.2.1, are indicated in
the cartoon at rit;ht.
e\'Olutioo domain is sufficiently wide or narrow to describe the spectrum, and with prop-
erly phased spectra, the amplitude of the echo peak undergoes a cosine modulation along
the evolution domain. The frequency of the modulation corresponds to the strength of the
remaining (here, quadrupolar) interaction, which appears as a splitting in the evolution
domain Fourier transform. Figure 3.5 shows representative 'lH NMR spectra in the hori-
zontal Couette cell, with corresponding images taken with the selecth'e storage precursor
to confirm its selectivity. For the upper spectrum the velocity is parallel to 8 0 at the sides
of the 0.5 mm gap region, and for the IO\\'er spectrum the velocity gradient. is parallel to
Bo at the top and bottom of the Couette gap. The splittings differ because in the melt
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under shear, the normal stress induced in the polymer chain segments along the velocity
direction is larger than the reduction in normal stress along the velocity gradient direction.
We will return to these experiments in chapter 4 where the full results for the polymer
melt are presented.
3.4 Remarks on implementation
Several difficulties were encountered when the selective storage technique was implemented.
or particular note are the switching times for the pulse phase and for the gradient power
supplies. The frequency selective and broadband RF pulses are transmitted via low- and
high-power amplifiers, respectively. These pulses must also be of opposite phase. While
switching between the amplifiers is very fast on the AMX-300 spectrometer, the phase of
the pulse could not be switched within an acceptable length of time. To avoid this, the
leading and trailing halves of the selective pulse are provided to the spectrometer as neg*
ative wavefonn5. The effect of switching the phase is thus achieved without experiencing
the associated hardware delays.
The simulated profiles in Fig. 3.3 show the ideal situation in which the magnetic field
gradient can be removed during the application of the bard pulse in the middle of the pulse
cluster. This also presented a hardware challenge, as the time needed for the gradients
to be reliably turned on or off and for eddy currents within the magnet structure to die
oUl, increases with the strength of the gradients. For these applications resolution is key,
gradients are always high, and the switching time required is hundreds of IJS. During this
time there will be irre'-ersible depbasing of the spins of interest and consequently loss of
signal. Alternatively, the gradient is not allowed to fall until the desired magnetization
has been prepared along z. The delivery of the broadband pulse in the presence of the
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Figure 3.6: (a) Numerical results for distorted slice profile (shown in black) corresponding to application
of the non-selective pulse in the presence of the magnetic lieldgra<!ient. The profile is compared to that
obtained with magnetic field gradient removed during the application of the broadband pulse (gray). The
simulated profiles obtained for two applications of the z-storage precursor are shown in (b). T2 '" 10 ms
in these calculations.
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gradient imparts a sinc modulation to the desired profile. The slice remains sharply
bounded but the baseline suffers a distortion as shown in figure 3.6 (a). This corresponds
closely to what we observe in experimental profiles. According to the numerical results,
shown in fig. 3.6 (b), a second application of the selection along the same direction should
eliminate the distortion. In practice it is not always possible to completely eliminate extra.-
slice signal in this way. The severity of the sine distortion scales with the gradient strength
and with the duration of the broadband pulse, which in tum depends on the quality factor
of the resonator or coil used to deliver the RF power. For a given desired slice width and
broadband pulse duration, a shorter selective pulse requires a larger field gradient, leading
to narrowing of the unwelcome wings toward the desired slice. T}lis trade-off, and not the
upper limit of the gradient strength itself, determines the selective resolution obtainable
on our spectrometer.
The limitations imposed by these conditions are highlighted in Fig. 3.7. In this case
the selective storage method is used to obtain critical alignment information for a polymer
liquid crystal, polY(1'-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLG) in dioxane/nitrobenzene, in the four-
roll mill apparatus. The region of interest is in the centre of this device where the flow
closely approximates a stagnation flow and can produce large extension of the polymer
chains. We are able to achieve signal exclusively from a very well defined region of 4 mm
x 4 mm (Fig. 3.7 (b)). At still larger gradient, for a selected region of side length 2.5
mm, the desired region remains well defined hut the contribution to the spectrum from
the wings (Fig. 3.7 (c)) becomes unacceptable.
One alternative is to apply a single selection in each orthogonal direction, using half
tlle desired gradient strength (storing signal from twice the desired region), followed by a
second round of selection using tIle full desired gradient strength. This proved effective in
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Figure 3.7; Experimeutally determined lpatial profiles of polymer liquid cryltal ill deuterated SOh'fl1l.
in the (our-roD mill: (a) a 2 IllII1 laytr 01 Bukl; (h) selec\.ioo in two ort.IqooaJ directions to obtain sipal
£rom a 4. mm aquare rqXJo in the centre 01 the 18 mm diameter cell; (e) aelectton of 2.S mm tQuan!
repoo relliulu in si~t sipal £row the extra-slia! wings. The iul.IpI were obtained usi.nI a 1ocalI)
c::oru;tn.ICted 20 nun 'H Hdmboh..¥ roil.
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later extension experiments around the stagnation point in the four roll mill.
In each of a series of acquisitions, we normally use large dephasing gradients and more
than one application of the storage precursor, either to select in two or three dimensions or
to minimize the unwanted signal from the sinc wings. Used iII this way the method is very
demanding of the field gradient coils. Care must be taken to monitor their temperature
and to allow sufficient time between acquisitions. If possible, air cooling should be used to
prevent damage to the gradients and also to avoid temperature variations in the sample
during the experiment.
The split-sinc selective storage method developed here is a very useful implementation
of earlier suggestions. It is well-suited to studies of complex fluids which have dynamics
intermediate between those of liquids and solids. Its utility is limited by the particular
hardware available, however switching deJay times can be avoided by using a constant
gradient and constant phase setting during the RF excitation process. Compensation
techniques to improve the slice profile, as suggested by Muller e! al. [38], have not been
attempted in tllese experiments but might be incorporated in the future. While this
method has been tailored to suit rheo-NMR methods, it can easily be extended to a wide
range of applications. For example the selective storage precursor has also been used in
velocity imaging, and it has proven particularly valuable as a slice selection tool in Echo
Planar Imaging experiments. It is not designed for solids which have T2 much shorter than
a. millisecond as well as very short T I • Its distinguishing features are that it may be added
as a slice selection precursor to any pulse sequence consisting entirely of hard pulses, that
its effect may he easily ascertained by subsequent imaging, and that it is found to be
extraordinarily robust against T2 relaxation.
We tum now to the motivation for developing this technique and the core of the thesis
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work: shear and extensional flow studies of complex fluids.
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4 Polymer melt under shear
Having established the method of extracting spatially.loca1ized NMR spectral inIonnation
in complex fluids, ,,~re lurn now to polymer confonnation in high shear. The experiments
described here combine the use of shear flow in the Couette cell to drive a system of entan-
gled, flexible polymers away (rom equilibrium, with the deuterium quadrupolar interaction
as a sensitive probe of the nonlinear \iscoeIastic response. The observations of orientation
and dynamics at the length scale of the polymer chain segments provide a means of testing
predictions of the most widely accepted microstructural theory for concentrated solutions
and melts, with fascinating results. Suggested corrections to the theory are also evaluated
in relation to the NMR data.
4.1 Reptation dynamics
We imagine a single polymer chain in a melt or concentrated solution wriggling about via
thermal motions through a matrix of other polymers, exploring possible conformations
in a random fashion. This is de Gennes' idea of "reptation" [39). A modeJ to describe
the many entanglements of a chain with its neighbours, incorporating reptation, was first
suggested by Edwards 1401 and developed in full by Doi and Edwards in 1978141,42,43,441.
The motions of polymer cllains are largely directed along a tube defined by constraining
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Figure 4.1: Tube model: in concentrated solutions and melts cha.iru are r~'Stricted by nelghbourinS
challUl to motions along the contour ltngth of the tube. The stress tensor iI calculated through traction
inthechaill5.
entanglements with the neighbouring chains (Fig. 4.1). There is a hierarchy of relaxational
motions which the chain will undergo in this model. Roughly, the dynamics can be grouped
into motions which are
(i) characterized by T•• corresponding to crossover dynamics between a chain in free
space and one which feels the tube of constraints from neighbouring chains. D:ynam-
its faster than T. are short length scale. fast motions parameterized by 0, an effective
radius of the tube.
(ii) intermediate motions characterized by time TR, for the Ructuations in the ends of
the tube; these Ructuations are called Rouse modes and take place as the deformed
chain retracts along the tube, restoring the tube's contour length.
(iii) comparable to the longest relaxation time (corresponding to slowest dynamics) Td,
the time for the chain to define a new tube. Td is called the reptation time or
alternatively the tube disengagement time and roughly scales with the cube of the
molecular weight. In general, Td ,. TR for long polymer chains.
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Under equilibrium conditions polymer solutions and melts are isotropic. Under defor-
mation, a competition arises which is wholly a matter of timescales. Shear response is
characterized by the Deborah number De = 'YTd, the ratio betv.-een the timescale for the
polymer segments to relax back to equilibrium and the time scale for the deformation. The
shear field perturbs the microstructure only slightly when De < 1 and in nonlinear fashion
when De > I. Put another way, if"r < I/rd the molecule wins the competition and can re-
orient faster than it is being deformed, and the polymer chain remains on average roughly
spherical. The segments can sample all possible orientations during the experiment. The
resulting 2H NMR spectrum will contain a single isotropic line. If the deformation is faster
than the reorientation, there will be an anisotropic distribution of segment orientations.
This is manifested in the NMR spectrum as a dipolar or quadrupolar broadening of the
line, or a splitting into t\\'O lines (see Sec. 2.1.3). This splitting is not just a signature of
anisotropy; it is a direct measure of elements of the stress tensor. This is because (I) in
the Doi Edwards model the segmental distribution tensor is directly related to the stress
tensor; and (2) we can manipulate the geometry of the rheometry experiment to access
in turn each of the principal components Sxx, Svv and Szz of the segmental alignment
tensor. These two assertions form the basis of the studies of molecular origin of stress in
entangled, strongly sheared polymers presented in this chapter.
4.2 The model of Doi and Edwards
The Doi-Edwards model for polymer dynamics is a kinetic theory. It follows the basic steps
outlined for microscopic theories for viscoelastic behaviour in section 1.2. The authors
begin with a treatment of polymers as point particles which undergo Brownian dynamics
and experience negligible hydrodynamic drag [61. The conformational distribution function
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lit obeys the Smoluchowski equation, which reads [6J
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(4.1)
where U is an external potential exerting a force and imparting some average flux ve-
locity to the particles, and ( is the friction constant or resistance to the external force.
Eq. (4.1) is analogous to Fick's law for diffusion with an added tenn (the second term on
the right) corresponding to a driving force. It can be thought of as the diffusion equation
in phase space for the probability llr(x, t), for dilute polymer solutions aro,d suspensions
where the polymers are treated as non-interacting Brownian particles. For concentrated
solutions and melts where the entanglement situation prevails, the sought-after conforma-
tional distribution must be that of the chain segments. The extension of the foregoing
to this more realistic situation becomes much more involved since there are many more
degrees of freedom (for each chain segment of each polymer molecule), the polymers have
finite si7.e (aud thus no longer negligible hydrodynamic interactions), and the topologi-
cal considerations must be taken into account (the chains cannot cross each other). The
Smoluchowski equation for the evolution of llr does still apply, but becomes considerably
more involved [6J.
As an alternative, more tractable approach Doi and Edwards elect to start with con-
centrated polymer solutions and melts as networks [45, 461. The treatment which follows
is valid so long as the timescale of the deformation is longer than the Rouse relaxation
time Tn. This means that while the average alignment of tube segments is changing, the
tubes remain unstretched. For high molecular weight polymers the condition l' < l/Trt is
easily met for a wide range of shear rates, up to 1''''' lOO/Td.
TIle distribution fUllction ljJ(s, t) is the probability that an original segment 5 of a
re-forming tube remains as a segment of the new tube at time t. Only those segments
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remaining in the tube keep the same entanglement configuration, are oriented by the flow
and contribute to the stress. Vi(s, t) is the integral over the tube length L of the probability
lIt that the original chain moves distance ~ while its ends have not yet reached the segment
s. lIt is required to satisfy the much simpler one-dimensional diffusion equation
(4.2)
as the chain diffuses length ~ along the tube. The diffusion coefficient D~ is directly related
to the reptation time by Dc = L2j(Td1r2). With boundary conditions specified in [6), Doi
and Edwards solve Eq. (4.2) with the result
Vi(s,t) = L ~sin(~)e-p2tjTd
poddp1l" L
and
Vi(t) =.!. rL ds1jl(s,t) = L ~e-p2tjTd. (4.3)
Lio poddr?7f
Vi(t) is a relaxation function for tube disengagement. It has the behaviour shown in
Fig. 4.2, plotted against tjTd and normalized to Jdt1jl(t) = 1. In a time less than Td, ViCt)
has dropped to half the W(O) value. For times longer than 4 x Td there is essentially zero
probability of an original tube segment remaining because of thermally-driven diffusive
motion of the segment8.
The non-thermal, reorientational motions of the chain segments driven by the applied
macroscopic velocity field are accounted for in the expression for the stress tensor [61;
, 3koT ( ('-C" 1 )qop(t) ="NN"i? i
o
dsL(t)uo(s, t)up(s, t) - aoop . (4.4)
The stress depends on the angle between the direction of flow and the unit vector iI{s, t)
tangent to the chain at segment s, and on L(t) the (changing) contour length of the tube
along which the tensile force acts. The stress tensor depends directly on bond orientational
order.
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Figure 4.2: Probability distribution function in the tube, ¢(t), as calculated by Doi and Edwar"i' The
calculation here is for the first five terms in the sum in Eq. (4.3), for times ranging from t =STd to
t=5Td·
By this result, the expression for the stress tensor in Eq. (4.4) is very closely related
to that for the orientation tensor, defined as
SaP(S, t) = (ua(s, t)up(s, t) - 5CafJ) (4.5)
in Sec. 2.1.4. In fact, in the NMR experiment the observation is over all segment orienta-
tions, so that the observed segmental alignment is
(4.6)
O"a/l(t) is directly proportional to Sap(t) for our shear flow. It is therefore sufficient to
find an expression for the (shear rate-dependent) segmental alignment tensor in order to
evaluate the response functions such as shear stress, normal stresses and viscosity.
The segmental alignment depends entirely on the history of the deformation and of the
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relaxation, obtained as an integral over past time and averaged over the chain segments:
(4.7)
¢(t - t') describes the relaxation of the segments and Q.., is the distribution of segment
orientations as a function of the deformation gradient history tensor E(t, t'). Q'.:;) is the
"independent alignment" (IA) approximation for the tube orientation distribution. The
IA approximation is employed in the model to simplify the way the averaging over the
solid angle is carried out, and will be discussed further in section 4.7. The stress tensor is
written
(4.8)
where C e = 3kBTcJ?ja2 is the relaxation modulus (the term is carried over from linear
viscoelastic models which use a purely elastic relaxation of the stress) and depends on the
properties of the material. b is the statistical segment length and c the number of segments
per volume. Thermodynamic dependence is explicit in COl and is implicit in the thennal
modes of relaxation which contribute La ¢(t). The above expression for uaft (Eq. (4.8»)
and an appropriate probability function ¢(t) together form the constitutive equation for
concentrated solutions and melts.
4.2.1 Predictions of the Doi Edwards model
At this point the problem is one of solving for Q",o(E), incorporating the alignment vector
u and the tensor E which describes the history of the velocity gradient tensor,.. (defined
previously in equation 1.1). In steady shear,
[17(t,() 00.].E= ~ ~ (4.9)
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The strain is "'f, and the strain history is explicitly accounted for by "'f(t, t') = 1.t dt",oc(t") =
(t - t'b. Then the solution for S"!J can be found.
0.6
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Figure 4.3: Predicti"ns of the Doi Edwards model for elements of the segmental alignment tensor Sofj,
as functions of shear rate made dimensionless by the rept.ation time rd. The str?Ss tensor uofj is directly
proportional to Sofj. All of the calculations presented here ",-ere performed in Matlab {47].
S,.!J in Eq. (4.7) has been evaluated by Callaghan et al. [481 using the exact reptation
expression for ¢(t), namely 1/I(t) = L ~e.'(p(_p2t/Td) (from Eq. (4.3)). Figure 4.3
p odd 1T P
shows the full predictions for (S"tl) under steady shear. Recall that CTotl ex So!J; in essence,
these are the stress tensor curves. Consequences of the DE model evident from the com-
puted curves are:
1. Syy i- Szz, in other words (J"yy #- Ozz; the deformation in steady shear is not
uniaxial.
2. Oxx, Oyy and uzz sum to zero, as they must.
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3. with increasing shear rate, the shear stress UXY increases up to 'YTd "'" unity, then
begins to decrease slowly towards zero. The model thus predicts unstable flow in
shear regimes where, experimentally, only stable flow has been observed. Rheologists
can measure shear stress vs. shear rate (the flow curve) in the bulk, and ill melts and
concentrated solutions (7XY always reaches a plateau above De "'" 1 and is never seen
to approach zcro [49, SO, 51J. The bare DE model underpredicts the shear stress for
De> I. This is a serious flaw of the original DE model.
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Figure 4.4: Predicted shear-rale dependence of Sd. for repUllion time Td = 330 ms (solid lines);
Tel = 660 IDS (dashed lines); Tel = I.J2 s (dot-dLShed lines).
Plotting SoD versus shear rate 1 (as opposed to vs. reduce<.! shear ratc 11"d) rcveals another
important feature of the model (see Fig. 4.4):
4. for increasing shear rate 7, while the asymptotic plateau values of So" do lIot change,
the rate at which the plateaus are reached depends on 1"d_ The longer the polymer
chain, the smaller the shear rate at which 'YTd "'" 1 and nonlinear behaviour sets in.
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Figure 4.5: Pre:1idion of tbe Do; Edwarcb model for lJle ext,inC\ion angle " as " funcUon of reduced
shearratetT<I·
In the DE model,
x= ~ tan-I Crx~~X:v.,)
is the alignment angle which the principal axes of 506 make v.;th X. Physically, X de-
fines the degree of orientation of the long axis of the molecule with tbe velocity direction.
N, defined, X exactly corresponds to the extinction angle in birefringence studies, where
X = !tan- l(~) is defined in terms of the intrinsic birefringence Ro.8 of the poly-
2 "II-nn
mer. The correspondence between the two is via the stress-optical rule "<>6 = Cd<>6 (52]
where C is the stress.opticaJ coefficient. d o6 and no6 are both strongly influenced by
anisotropy, ultimately through bond orientational order, and the stress-optical rule has
been shown to hold well into the nonlinear regime in melts and concentrated polymer
solutions. Fig. 4.5 shows the calculated shear rate-dependence of the extinction angle Xin
the DE model. ~ 7 increases, X(tr"d) decreases from its quiescent state value of 45 degrees
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(having no preferred orientation) to an asymptotic value near zero, indicating increasing
polymer orientation along X.
4.3 Previous studies
Samulslri and ro-workers first observed v,eak segmental alignment via 2H NMR in a
poly(isobutane) fluid under shear, with the signal obtained from a small deuterated probe
molecule [53}, and also in affinelydeformed networks ofisotopically labeled polyisoprene (201.
In the stretched network, broadening of the single isotropic line caused by the quadrupolar
interaction was seen to increase with the degree of stretching, as predicted by a simple
uniaxial elongation. Birefringence measurements of the extinction angle X are in fairly
good agreement with the prediction of the Doi-Edwards model {52). Information regard·
ing molecular ordering in polymers has also been obtained from neutron scattering, where
the radius of gyration tensor is calculated as a correlation of displacements of segments
from the centre of mass, averaged over a length scale which depends on the wave vector
in the experiment. The radius of gyration tensor is a measure of an alignment angle in
shear. Sekiya and Doi [54] have calculated the theoretical radius of gyration tensor as a
function of shear rate and find a functional form for the alignment angle similar to that of
the Doi-Edwards model. Experimentally, for large wa\'e vectors (corresponding to short
length scales) the alignment angle observed in neutron scattering is similar to the extinc-
tion angle X, however for small wave vectors the angle appears to be close to zero (55, 561·
This suggests that the deformation of the polymer, when examined at larger length scales,
is different from that seen in birefringence.
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Tbe shear experiments described below were perfonned on high molecular "''eight (M =
f CH3 l~i-O~CHJ n
Figure 4.6: Momometic: unit. oJ poly(dimethylliionne).
610000) poly(dimethyl siloxane) (POMS) obtained from Polysciences (Warrington, PA).
Its polydispersity is MjMn = 2.0. Mo, the molecular weight per monomer, is 74, and
the molecular weight bet'\o\'een chain entanglements Me is estimated to be 10 ()()() for this
POMS melt [23). The 2" signal is obtained from either an oligomer of POMS which
should sample the same local environment as neighbouring host polymer chains, or from a
benzene probe molecule which diffuses over many chain segments on the timescale of the
NMR experiment so that overall segment orientation is probed 1571. The results presented
here were obtained in the horizontal Couette cell described in section 2.2.1 and in [22J,
using the two dimensional quadrupole spectroscopy sequence shown in figure 3.4. The
relative orientation of the lab frame, the hydrodynamic frame in which the Doi-Edwards
description applies, and tbe molecular frame, are shown in Fig. 4.7. ~ is the angle which
the velocity direction X makes with the magnetic field'. The interaction strength in the
NMR spectrum is proportional to (u~u. -0 (see section 2.1.4) and hence also to the
diagonal elements of alignment tensor, and we access the different elements by choice of
the geometry of the experiment. For example in the horizontal Couette cell, for a small
region of fluid at <:II = 0 the velocity direction X is coincident with Bo = Boi and tbe NMR
interaction strength is proportional to Sxx. I3ecause of the use of an indirect probe, and
lA, dilltingui,hed from X, which ill the orientation of Sxx with respect to X.
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Figure 4.7: The relelant frames of reference in tbe borizontal Couette cell experiment.
the motional averaging issues discussed in Sec. 2.1.4, the observed quadrupolar interaction
is scaled with rC5pect to the absolute alignment. However, the relative values of the
quadrupolar interaction strength follow precisely the defined tensor elements.
4.5 Shear rate-dependence of alignment, 2H oligomer in PDMS
melt
The first attempts at observing nonlinear viscoelastic effects in the Couette cell using
the selective storage method on several entangled polymer systems were unsuccessful. In
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) at 20 wt % in 0 20, which did show evidence of orientational
ordering under extension in the four-roll mill in prelimiary experiments, neither a splitting
nor a broadening of the isotropic line was observed in the horizontal Couette cell. The
deuterated water probe molecule did not re...-ea! any shear-induced microstructural changes
in the host chains. High molecular ....-eight polystyrene in dioclyl phthalate (essentially a
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benzene ring with two side groups, in which polystyrene is soluble), was the next candidate.
Since the polystyrene could be obtained in deuterate<! form it was hoped that flow-induced
anisotropy might be observed with the signal directly from the chains rather than via a
reporter molecule. This concentrated polymer solution (8 wt % 2H PS in DOP) also
proved to be unsuitable for the horizontal Couette cell experiment, because of its NMR
characteristics; its short (""' 2 IDS) T2 relaxation time could be dealt with using the selective
storage technique, hOVl1!ver its T. of less tban 10 ms was too short to allow for acquisition
of the signal. This system had very short reorientational relaxation times and was simply
too elastic for these experiments.
A deuterated POMS oligomer probe of 10000 molecular weight was provided by Pro-
fessor Ed Samulski (UNC, Chapel Hill, USA), and the experiment was attempted on a
high molecular weight (M = 610000, or 61OK) POMS melt in which the oligomer was
introduced at 10 wt %concentration. The melt has a consistency between petroleum jelly
and silicone sealant; it is difficult to load into the Couette gap, can be driven out of the
gap during shear, and has viscosity large enough to initially cause the teflon end caps, and
with them the outer cylinder with which the end caps establish a seal, to rotate with the
melt as a solid body. The horizontal Couette cell had to be modified to ensure the sample
was properly sheared. After these technical problems were resohoed the melt showed a
small splitting under shear, with signal selectively obtained from the region in which the
velocity X is parallel with the magnetic field.
Spectra were directly acquired for several shear rates at this orientation (which we
designated to be 0") up to l' = 16.85-1, and also with the velocity gradient Y parallel to Bo
(~ = 90"). Following the latter series of experiments the 41 = 0" orientation was selected
again under shear to check the results for consistency, and the splitting for that shear
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Figure 4.8: 'H spectra for 610K PD:\IS melt containin« the 2M olipner at 10% in the borizootal
Couette cell at t "'" 12.61-1• obWned min«; the t_"O-dimeruiiona! spectroscopy method for selected repons
having \'eIoc:ity direction (top) and \-docity gaclieot direction (bottom) parallel to the magnetic field.
The quadrupolar splitting ~" was obtained from the doublet peW. Conespooding images obtained
UIIillg the selective storage precursor, shown to the right of each spectrum, demonstrate the selectivity of
the experiment.
rate was recovered. The splittings were reproducible for all of the shear results presented
here, so long as the sample did not begin to escape from the gap (thus destroying the
shear field). In fact, disappearance of the splitting was a sure indication that the sample
required reloading. Sample spectra are shown in Fig. 4.8. The interaction strength Coli was
obtained from each spectrum, as described in the next section, and is plotted in figure 4.9
as a function of reduced shear rate. The shear rates were calculated from the known inner
cylinder rotation speed (see sec. 2.2.1) and confirmed by velocity microimaging. Td was
taken from Ref. (58] to be 200 IllS for 610K PDMS. Remarkably the ratios of Coli for the X
and Y directions are preci3ely the OPpo3ite of th03e t;%peCted from the Doi-Edwan:13 curt./U
of Fig. 4.9.
A possible explanation for these paradoxical results is that the oligomer probe does not
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Figure 4.9: Quadrupole splittings tl.v versus reduced sbear rate {or 610K PDMS melt containing tbe
2H oligomer at 10%, obtained with velocity direction (501id circles) and velocity gradient direction (open
dr.:::les) parallel to the magnetic field. Also sbown is tbe single data point from the neutral, vortidty
direction (SlZ) experiment (50lid square). The lines drawn tbrougb tbe data indicate tbat Syy im:realles
witb De roughly twice as fast as Sxx, which is oPPO!Iite to the result expected. Tbe Szz data point is
consistent witb tbe velocity dire.:::tion data.
sample segmental alignment in the host matrix homogeneously, and the assumption that it
reports a scaled order parameter averaged over all possible segmental orientations breaks
dOWll [481. Furthermore the oligomer senses some inhomogeneous spatial distribution under
shear, apparelltly concentration fluctuations in the velocity gradient direction, and on a
length scale not significantly different from the host polymer average size. This suggests
a smectic-like organization of polymer molecules into layers with a director along the
velocity gradient direction, normal to the layers. There is little to support this suggestion,
but it is consistent with neutron scattering experiments which yield, also paradoxically, a
dependence on wave vector of the extinction angle X [55, 56, 59]. If as this suggests the
degree of alignment depends on the length scale being accessed, anomalous results would
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1I0t show up in birefringence experiments which, in polymeric liquids, always measure
spatially averaged segmental orientational order.
These unexpected results prompted a more complete study in the same melt using the
now proven experimental methods and using a smaller guest probe molecule in which the
nature of the motional averaging is not ambiguous.
4.6 Segmental alignment, C 6D6 in the melt
Per-deuterated benzene (Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) was dissolved in a volume of 610K
PDMS melt at low concentration, approximately 10 wt %, in preparation for shear rate-
dependence experiments. The melt was from the same batch as that used in the oligomer
experiments. The probe is influenced by local steric effects, and is thus sensitive to local
polymer segment orientation. It inherits some of the orientation present in the polymer
when the matrix material is aligned in deformational flow. Because the probe molecule
diffuses rapidly, it samples an ensemble-averaged order according to Eq. (2.4). This averag·
ing is performed over a characteristic diffusion length determined by the benzene diffusion
coefficient and the timescale associated with the quadrupolar interaction strength (a few
tens of Hz). This distance, at several microns, is much larger than the molecular scale, so
that tIle ensemble average of segmental alignment is indeed performed over a large number
of polymer molecules.
Figure 4.10 shows a series of 2H spectra acquired for a range of 'y as indicated, in the
region of the Couette cell in which the velocity axis X is aligned with the magnetic field
direction. The different spectral widths reflect the particular values chosen for evolution
time tl in the NMR experiment. The spectral width is 100 Hz for t l = 5 ms and 200 Hz for
tt = 2,5 ms. As the shear rate is increased from zero the spectra exhibit a characteristic
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Figure 4.10: Spectra for SXl(, acquired \ISing the pulse sequence described In section 3.3, at a range
of shear rates for 610K PDMS melt containing the C8D8 probe at 10%, obtained with velocity direction
parallel to the magnetic field. The width of the spectrum is determined by the evolution time t] in each
NMRexperiment.
broadening, and with further increase of 1', a splitting into two distinct lines. The split
peaks themselves have increasing width as the shear rate increases, an effect which we
attribute to slight heterogeneity in the shear field leading to a distribution of splittings
whose width is proportional to the average shear rate. Values for All were extracted as
follows. For the spectra with an observable splitting, AI' was determined by estimating
the position in frequency units of tile peaks, as in Fig. 4.11, with an uncertainty of ±1
data point for each of the two maxima. With 128 POiTlts in the spectrum this corresponds
to error of ±1.5 Hz for 100 Hz spectral width (0.78 Hz per point) and ±3 Hz for 200
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Figure 4.11: DeterminatMm of the quadrupoLar splitting from two-<limensional spectra in the melt
tlfpetiments.
Hz spectral width (1.56 Hz per point). Where clear broadening of the isotropic line was
observed but not two distinguishable peaks, !\IJ was taken to be tlle FWHM of the broad-
cned line, minus FWHM of the zero shear, isotropic line. The uncertainty in the linewidth
was assumed to be ±2 data points, or ±3 Hz for 100 Hz spectral width and ±6 Hz for 200
Hz spectral width. A corresponding set of data was acquired for the Couette cell region in
which the velocity gradient direction Y was coincident with the magnetic field axis. The
resulting spectra are shown in figure 4.12.
Typically, dynamical functions are plotted on logarithmic axes across several decades
of time seale and the theory curves as presented in section 4.2.1 are in keeping with this.
Since the experiments here do not cover several orders of magnitude, for comparison to
experimental data it is also appropriate to plot the alignment tensor curves on a linear
axis. Figure 4.13 shows the shear rate-dependence of the splittings obtained from the
spectra shown in figures 4.10 and 4.12, for shear rates up to t = 17 5-1. Each data point
represents a single experiment. On the same graph are plotted the corresponding Doi~
Edwards alignment tensor curves (equatiotl (4.7)), fit to the data. The fits were carried
out using nonlinear least-squares data fitting by the Gauss-Newton method, in Matlab
and with t\\IO fitted parameters: (i) the scaling factor to match i' with reduced shear rate
12.57s-1
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Figure 4.12: Specua £or Svv. obtalned with ~\y uadien\ direc:\ion parallel to the mapetie 6eld,
M.r~ or shear raus £or 6101' PDMS Jnl!lt. motalnillll: the CtD, probe at 100l
trd. and (ii) scaling of the effective quadrupole interaction strength Av to the absolute
alignment Soa. The dashed lines are best fits for the individual Sxx (yieldingrd =412ms)
and Svv (rd = 204 ms) data sets. While these fits do represent the data better than the
single combined fit, the latter is the proper result since the model must apply to elements
of the stress tensor simultaneously; the reptation time and the scaled order parameter are
properties of the material and should not change between the two sets of experiments. The
only two parameters which appear in the fits can be independently estimated, at least in
order of magnitude.
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Figure 4.13: Quadrupole eplittinp av va. .hear rate foe c.O. in 610K PDMS melt, fIX" Couette otlI
rqioos COrreipondlng to ~Iocity (101id cirdell) and ,-elocity gradient (~ cirdell) parallel .nth 80. The
lillellllf'e fita using the Doi-Edwards modl!l in wbleb the absolutesplittin& (.-ertkaI axis) is scaled to yil!ld
\be peeudo--Dl!lIlatic OI'det paf<\lD~r and \be bori~ltal axis ill IC&Itd to yield \be ~ube ~ent
time '"... "!be best compromise fit cormpondl to '"" = 330 rna.
4.7 A closer look at the independent alignment approximation
The 1A approximation is effectively a decoupJing of the average over the isotropic:: distri·
buUoD of unit vectors ii (the average being indicated by (.. '}o) in the following [61:
Q IE): ((E.Uj.IE.Uj,) _l__ ~, _ (IE.Uj.IE.Uj, ~,) :Q,u'(E)
Q~ IE· 111 o(IE''ill}o 3 ~- IE. I1I ::Z 3 ~ 0 - Q~
14.10)
Many theorists seeking to improve on the Doi-Edwards model have taken issue with this
approximation [60, 61J. The DE model with independent alignment leads to a ratio (in
limit as the stress goes tauro) ofsec::ond to first normal stress difference -N'lINI of -217,
oompared to -1/7 without the approximation. The value of -1/7 is more in keeping
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Figure 4.14: Solid lines are the S"'~ in the DE model without the independent alignment approximation.
DashedlinesuecurvescalcuJatedusingJA.
with available data, although recent measurements of normal stresses using more accurate
optical methods indicate that the actual ratio may be larger in magnitude than 1/7 [621.
In any case, the approximation was introduced in the original Doi-Edwards model for
mathematical convenience and has no physical basis. To investigate t.he consequences of
the approximation the Doi-Edwards predictions were recalculated, this t.ime without using
lA, that is using the left hand side in equation (4.10) and not the right hand side. The next
section describes specifically how this is carriC!d out in the computation of Q1>8. Discussion
of the rest of the details of the numerical evaluation of the Doi-Edwards Sa8 is deferred
to section 4.9.1, where a correction to the theory is implemented.
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In the model predictions presented thus far, the defonnation tensor Q~A)(E) appearing
in Eq. (4.7) is that calculated according to the right hand side of Eq. (4.10). For example,
(E· U)~ = :t + (t - f).yy using E from Eq. (4.9) for steady shear, and
is calculated as a function of the:t, y and z Cartesian projections of the unit vector 11(8, ifJ).
The isotropic distribution over the solid angle, C" ')0' is obtained by summing over the
contributions to Q as the polar angle is varied in 20 steps over 0 < 9 :5 71" and the azimuth
ill 20 increments over 0 < ifJ:5 271". The result is Q~:)(i',t - f) E Q~:)(E).
The independent alignment approximation is removed by perfonning the sum over the
(E-U) (E-U) 1
solid angle separately for I;'. t1J 6 and IE. t1J' as indicated in Eq. (4.10), to arrive
at Q~(E). For the Qxx example,
Qxx(7,t-tJ ,:t,II',z) = ( (.z+ (t-t')i'yF ) 1 '.
V(:t+(t t');,,)2+ y2+ Z2 0(V(.z+(t-t')W)2+1f2 +z2)0 3
The results of the computations show that the approximation indeed matters. Fig-
nre 4.14 compares tIle "true" curves with those from Fig. 4.13 determined using the ap-
proximation. The difference without IA is mainly the enhancement of Sxx and Su, and
a more pronounced maximum in the shear stress around De ...... 1. Whereas the simulta-
neous fits to Sxx and $yy with IA consistently fall below Sxx and above (in magnitude)
Syy (see Fig. 4.14), the fit without the independent alignment approximation fits the data
beautifully. The fit yields Td = 260 ms, and 64 Hz for the scaling of the splitting to Sxx
and Syy. The analysis in the rest of this chapter will be carried out using the DE model
without the independent alignment approximation.
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Figure 4.15: Fit of O<Ji-Edwarde model without the independent alignment approximation to the Sxx
and Syy NMR dat.a in the 610K PDMS melt. The fit without fA yields Td = 260 me.
4.7.2 Discussion of shear rate-dependence results
The value for 7"<1 = 260 IDS extracted from the best overall 6t in figure 4.15 agrees within
the uncertainties in the molecular parameters with that for uncross-linlced polymers of
high molecular weight, calculated according to [63)
(4.11)
Using the literature values [63J for the tube diameter a and the monomeric frictional
coefficient <0, Eq. (4.11) yields T<I =350 ms. The fit also yields the pseudcrnematic order
parameter, P2(C068..}, via
(4.12)
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The static quadrupolar coupling constant eVh'Q = 190 kHz for c.O bonds in bexadeu-
teriobenzene [20], giving P2(cos8",) of 2.25 x 10-4 • This value is more than t\\'O orders
of magnitude smaller than the scaled order parameter for deuterated benzene in liquid
crystal polymers [64). The flow-induced order in entangled polymers is much weaker than
even the weakest equilihrium-state partially ordered systems.
4.8 Results: Angle dependence of segmental alignment tensor
In the Doi-Edwards description of the alignment tensor 5016, the relevant axis system is
the hydrodynamic frame described respectively by the velocity (X), velocity gradient (Y)
and vorticity (Z) axes. In order to relate Ooi-Edwards theory to the case of the NMR
quadrupole interaction experiment, this tensor must be trausformed into the frame of the
magnetic field,
(
S>X SXY 0)
R(6,4» 8xv Syy 0 R- 1(6,41)
o 0 Szz
(4.13)
where the polar angle 6 defines the direction of the vorticity axis Z relative to 80, and
the azimuth 4> defines the orientations of X and Y. In the horizontal Couette cell the
vorticity (cylinder) axis is situated perpendicular to Iio and the projection along do is in
the X-Y (velocity-velocity gradient) plane. The result is
810 = Sxxcos2 4> - 2Sxy sin 41 cos 4> +Syysin2t) (4.14)
for the diagonal tensor element representing the interaction strength measured in the NMR
experiment. Note that tbis expression reduces to P2(COS41)Sxx for Sxv = 0, 8yy = 8zz =
-~Sxx, i.e., when the defonnation is uniaxial.
With tbe success of the shear-rate dependence experiments, an angle dependence study
was undertaken immediately. The rate of shear was kept constant at.y = 12.65-1 while tbe
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Figure 4.16: Quadrupole splittings 6.v \-ersU5 orientation angle • at a fixed Deborah number of trd =
4.15. 00 corresponds to the \'elocity axis aligned with So and 90" to the \'elocity gradient axis aligned lIl;th
~. The solid line sbo1ll-s the predictions of the Doi·£dlll-ards model, with the~ dependence all pven
by equation (4.2.2). The dallhed line corresponds to a simple uniaxial transformation P, (COlI(4I - X»· X
is the obtained extinction angle in each case. The images s.how the selected regions used to obtain. = 0",
450 and 90".
orientation of tbe hydrodynamic frame with respect to the observation frame was varied
through a number of prescribed angles. This was achieved by manipulating the relative
strengths of the orthogonal gradients ill the spatial selection technique. Effectively this
comprised a "rhoo-goniometer". The applied shear rate is nearly on the plateau for Sxx
and Syy (see Fig. 4.13) and corresponds to De = 4.1 so the conditions are just into the
nonlinear region. The orientation angle is a severe test of the theory, and we set out in
this set of experiments to determine X via NMR.
The angular dependence of the splitting is shown in figure 4.16, along with the Doi-
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Edwards curve calculated using equation (4.14). The agreement is very good, especially
given that the value for X is Jlot fitted but is inherent in the model values of Sxx, Sxv
and Syy calculated for that shear rate. At this particular value of the reduced shear
rate the extinction angle X is predicted to be 16.9 degrees. This agrees well with optical
measurements of extinction angle [601 X where 311 angle of 17 degrees was observed at
the equivalent Deborah number in a concentrated polystyrene solution. In order to gain
some intuitive insight regarding the orientation of the polymer in the flow, we have shown
plotted on figure 4.16 the fit for P2 (cos(<1I- X)) with X = 17.7 degrees from the fit. This
theoretical curve also yields a quite reasonable value for the extinction angle but does not
capture the depth of the data for tIle negative part of the curve. The P2 (cos(<1I - X))
curve is naively based on the assumption of an axially symmetric polymer deformation,
whereas the Doi-Edwards formulation predicts a non-zero second normal stress difference
Oyy -Ozz. The better fit to the data given by the Dei-Edwards model provides independent
confirmation of the biaxial nature of the defonnation and further support for the theory.
4.9 Modified DE: Convected constraint release
That it is formulated on the level of the polymer molecules, succeeds in the linear regime,
correctly predicts nonzero Nl and N2 in the nonlinear regime which recommends it over
previous viscoelastic models, and describes very well the nonlinear response following step
shear, all lend credence to the Dei-Edwards theory. Still, in addition to the underprediction
of the shear stress in the nonlinear regime, the model fails to correctly predict the ratio
of second to first normal stress difference in shear [611. The agreement of the predicted
orientation angle X {OO] with the NMR data is very good here, for reduced shear rate i'Td =
4 which is not yet into the plateau regime for the normal stresses. However the agreement
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is not as good for more complete birefingence data at shear rates which extend further into
the nonlinear range. Several sophisticated modifications have been suggested to improve
the model to achieve a more complete theory, including contour length fluctuations [65, 66],
convected oonstraint release [8, 67, 68, 61] and non·affine tube deformation [611. We chose
to incorporate the convected constraint release modification first suggested by Marrucci [8],
because the effect it accounts for should be important in the range l/Td < '1 < l/TR.
covered by our melt experiments.
The basic idea underlying convected constraint release is that the constraints to thermal
motion, which arise from topological interactions with similar chains, are removed through
non·thermal relative motion of the chains. The entanglements are themselves being con·
vected away on the timescale of the flow. The constraints become released, providing an
additional relaxation mechanism available to the chain.
CCR is incorporated into the Doi-Edwards model by assuming the thermal and con-
vective relaxation processes act in parallel. This means that in Eqs. (4.7) and (4.3), the
relaxation times T are replaced with Toea where
(4.15)
for shear rate t in the plane (x,1I) [69]. The first term on the right in Eq. (4.15) is the
relaxation rate for thermal motions (mainly reptation) through T, and the second term on
the right accounts for CCR through the rate of relative motion t (u:zuw)' (u:zuw) is simply
SXy which we already calculate in the bare DE model. In slow flows where t < l/Td
the convective term can be neglected and TCCR = T. The stress tensor will then be the
same as that obtained using the bare DE. Where "'I is comparable to l/Td the convective
term will be significant and the Doi-Edwards curves will be modified. At high sbear
rates "'I will dominate, i.e. TOCll ..... l/"rSxy. In the latter case the relaxation rate becomes
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independent of even tbe longest relaxation time Td and is simply the rate of relative motion
o( neighbouring chains.
4.9.1 Details of the CCR implementation
Tbe incorporation ofCCR is subtle, and an understanding of exactly how the Doi·Edwards
stress tensor is numerically evaluated is crucial. In our numerical evaluation, the re-
duced shear rate Trd is stepped througb a series of values and tbe Sa6 are calculated
for each value. Time dependence appeaB in both ,,(t - t') and Qa6(E) in the integral
[00 dt! 8¢';; t') Qo~(E). The relaxation function
8¢(~t~ t') = lI"~Td (e-(t - t')fTd +e-9(t - t')!Td +.. +e-81(t - t')!Td)
is calculated over 50 points corresponding to a spectrum of relaxation times T = (t - t')
ranging from ~7'd to 10 X Td. These are the discrete times over which t/J(t - t') (or more
precisely, its time derivative) is evaluated in the integral. The alignment tensor Q08 also
depends on history, through E, and for each value of Trd the strain history is evaluated
over these same times,
1= l dt·,o;;(~) =lldt"= (t-t')1=Tr,
where the velocity gradient ,0;; is just the shear rale 1 and is constant for each step. In
CCR the relaxation times are shortened depending on i' and on the current S1\Y orientation
state, according to Eq. (4.15). This effectively reduces the time over which the integral is
taken. T is changed to TCC" in both t/J and Qos, and for each value of Yrd a new spectrum
of relaxation times TCCR is calculated using Sxv from the previous step, with SXy = 0 for
tbe first step. The multi-exponential function w(t - t') now describes botb thermal and
con\"eCtive relaxation. Note that Td remains implicit in the model and is still obtained
(rom fitting to the alignment data.
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The Doi-Edwards stress tensor elements calculated using this modification are plotted
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Figure 4.17: Predictions of the modified DE model (solid curves), incorporating CCR, for elements of
the segmental alignment tensor S<>JJ as a function of reduced shear rate. Dashed curves indicate predictions
or the ba.ro DE model.
in figure 4.17. The bare DE curves are also shown for comparison. The most striking
consequence of adding the additional, convective relaxation mechanism to the bare DE
model is that above l' "'" IjTd, the shear stress does not go to zero and instead heads
towards a non-zero plateau. The plateau is still reached from above, and there remains
a maximum in the shear stress near l' = IjTd. but this maximum is very shallow. The
calculated extinction angle X is plotted in Fig. 4.18. In the convected constraint extension
to the model the deformed polymer approaches alignment of "'" 10 degrees with the velocity
direction at high shear. This is dramatically different from the asymptotic zero degree
alignment for the bare DE model, and is much more in agreement with X observed in the
NMR experiments here and in birefringence.
The physical explanation for the recovery, in CeR, of the experimentally well-documented
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behaviour of the shear stress is the following [61]. Without CCR, for De > 1 the tubes
XC·)
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Figure 4.18: Prediction or extinction angle Xh''Td) ror the modified DE model with oonveded oonstralnt
release (solid curve). The dashed linll indi<'.<lt~.$ the theoretical X ror the bare DE model.
become aligned along the shear direction faster than they can reform, an individual chain
feels less traction from neighbouring chains, and the shear stress decreases towards zero.
The reptation relaxation mechanism is "frozen out" at high shear rates [611. Conversely,
the convective relaxation is itself proportional to i', and so it does not saturate at high
shear rates. TUbes are convected away by the same flow which aligns them, full align-
ment is suppressed and the shear stress remains high. The external deformation can never
completely align the molecules. The quite different asymptotic values for X in Fig. 4.18
emphasize this point.
With CCR incorporated into the model there is very little difference qualitatively in
the fit to the data. Figure 4.19 shows the same Sxx and Syy data for the deuterated
benzene in the melt presented earlier, with fits for both the CCR-modified theory and the
original DE theory for comparison. Over this range of shear rates the effect of convected
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Figure 4.19: Solid line repreaenu the fit USill! CCR-modified tbel:lry, .hile the dallhed line ill the fit using
the original DE theory. Over !.his IhelU" range the curves represent the data equally .ell, the dilJ'el'1!nce
being the scaling in the absoluU! alignment.
constraint on the alignment is mainly quantiWive, increasing the scaling of the NMR
interaction strength to the absolute alignment. This scaling is 100 Hz with CCa, and
64 Hz without.
4.10 Very high shear in the melt
The shear rate-dependent alignment experiments were carried out in the melt up to the
highest shear rate attainable. Figure 4.20 shows the Sxx and Svv data over all trd values
accessed. There appears to be some perturbation in in the data occuring above '1 '" 20 5- 1.
These higher rates also correspond to shear driven directly by the motor as opposed to
via one of the gear boxes, and so the nominal driving frequencies were checked and found
to be carreet. In any case an error in calibration of the motor speed ~'Ould be expected
to affect the absolute a1jgnment data similarly; such an error would be equivalent to a
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shift along the "r axis, and since both Sxx and Syy are monotonically increasing curves
one expects enhancement or suppression of both. Inst.ead the Sxx data appear to show
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Figure 4.20: Su and Syy NMR data~ the full sheac r~ Alia mo.,n are CUI"YeS for DE theory
with CCR (8OIid line) and without (dashed line), calculated usiD« the panmeten for the liu toi" < 20,-1
data and ext.endedtoi"=50 ,-I.
the absolute alignment suppressed slightly, while the Syy data reflect enhanced NMR
interaction strengths.
Extending the fitted curves appearing in Fig. 4.19 to t = 508-1 and plotting them
through the full shear data at first appears to remove half of the mystery. The theoretical
curve for Sxx with convected constraint release (solid curve) falls squarely through the
high shear data. The corresponding curve from the original DE model (dashed curve)
deviates from the data above De '" 5, that is, well into the plateau region where convected
constraint release modifies the theory significantly. However, the apparent better fit with
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CCR incorporated should be interpreted with caution, and cannot be said to reinforce the
CCR·modified Doi-Edwards theory. Clearly there is some puzzling beha.viour in Svv at
'1" l/Td. where the system is far from equilibrium. The theory must agree for all ~emenl$
ofS~ simultaneousJy, and it was intended that the high shear beha.viour in this melt would
be revisited. Unfortunately the remaining volume of the 610K POMS 00 which the results
of this chapter were obtained was accidentally destroyed. The question of whether the
anomaly in the high shear Syy data is of physical origin, for example a large length scale
perturbation arising from supra-molecular structure, or contour length fluctuations which
are thought to become important once '1 '" 1/7R; or reflects a systematic problem in the
shear experiment, could not be pursued in this sample. How far the theory applies into
'1" l/Td remains an open question.
Another doctoral student, Ryan Cormier, is currently using the methods and analysis
developed here to investigate further the predictions of the Doi-Edwards Lheory, in par-
ticular extended to several molecular weights of PDMS melts and obtaining the complete
segmental alignment over the full shear range, addressing the important issue of molecular
weight-depeodence of dynamics in entangled polymers.
Before closing this chapter it is worth noting that the real success of these results is that
they reproduce the broad characteristics of tbe predicted Doi·Edwards stress tensor, and
do SO more successfully whell the independent alignment approximation is removed from
the model and convected constraint release incorporated. The theoretical extinction angle
is then in excellent agreement with that determined experimentally. While the agreement
of the modified Doi-Edwards theory with the NMR data is cOllvincing, the story is by no
means complete. No account has been made here for pno;sible effects ofpolydispersity. The
results from the oligomer in the melt, and the Syy (alignment along velocity gradient) data
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from the benzene probe at very high shear rates, are curious and certainly invite further
study.
The following chapter will again see the spatially selective rheo-NMR technique, with
a different molecular model and different analysis, applied to the problem of a less flexible,
rod-like liquid cryst.al polymer in extensional flow.
5 Director dynamics in
liquid crystal polymers
under extension
The discussion until now has been focused on polymeric liquids which, like almost all
liquids, are isotropic in tile equilibrium state. This chapter will present results for an
anisotropic liquid under extensional and shearing flow fields. Linear, semi.rigid polymer
molecules have an elongated rod-like shape, and in the right conditions may align sponta-
neously along a common direction, exhibiting characteristics of nematic liquid crystals (91.
They have IOllg range one-dimensional orientational order, but positional disorder with
no long range order in their centres of mass so that they flow like liquids. This class of
molecules is called liquid crystalline polymers.
Both isotropic, flexible polymers and liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs) exhibit fast
chaill isomerizatiOIlS. They differ in the nature of the slower dynamics which detennine
the degree of residual orientational order; rigid body tumbling (rotational diffusivity) in
the case of rod-like polymers, compared to segmental reorientation in melts of Bex:ible
polymers.
This chapter of the thesis will present results of extensional flow experiments on a
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main·chain liquid crystal polymer, PDLG, interpreted on the basis of the Leslie and Er-
icksen molecular model [12, 13, 70]. The Leslie-Ericksen theory describes the dynamics of
liquid crystal rod-like polymers in terms of evolution of the director due to viscous torques.
Viscous torques arise from body forces associated with magnetic or electric fields, or from
coupling with the flow field; each of these effects will be described in tum in section 5.1
below. Elastic torques are not accounted for in this model. The approach here was to
use the selective storage method described in chapter 3 to perform localized spectroscopy,
sensitive to molecular orientation, to monitor the development of the director orientation
for a lyotropic liquid crystal polymer in pure planar extension; and to compare the results
to predictions arising from the torque balance equation solved for this geometry. Addition-
ally, bulk shear experiments were carried out in the cone and plate and vertical Couette
geometries, to explore further the director dynamics and the consequences of the theory.
These studies reveal some key information about the dynamics of this model liquid crystal
polymer, and by extension of rod-like polymers in general.
5.1 Liquid crystal polymers
A liquid crystal may be thermotropic, in which case the nematic-isotropic transition is
thermally driven, or it may lyotropic, where the concentration of the LCP in solution
determines its phase character and degree of anisotropy. The critical temperature or
concentration depends on the aspect ratio (ratio of length to diameter) of the polymer
molecules and hence on molar mass. The degree of alignment in a magnetic field also
depends on concentration. Once established, the anisotropy in lyotropics increases with
the concentration, as the rods become more closely packed and their rotational diffusional
motions further hindered.
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The anisotropy of the nematic phase is characterized locally by a director ii about
which the time-averaged motion of the long axis of the molecule is cylindrically symmetric.
While the shape of the molecule and the concentratiOJl determine the existence of the
director in lyotropic liquid crystals, external fields and long range interactions determine
its orientation. The macroscopic order parameter S = (ii· ii - 1/3) describes the degree
of alignment of the director orientations about a common direction. Locally, a molecule
has interactions with neighbouring rods, SO that there is some domain over which a local
director ii is defined. The domain size can be thought of as correlation length for local
director orientation. In polymer liquid crystals this is usually 1·10 jjffi [71]. The local
director ii assumes random orientations throughout a bulk sample and has no preferred
orientation with respect to length scales much larger than the molecular length. In a
sample size of millimeter dimensions one expects a random, isotropic distribution of local
directors. The result is a poly(liquid crystalline) sample, with net order parameter S = o.
A single-crystal, mOllodomain state can be induced by magnetic, electric or hydrodynamic
fields, or strong elastic effects tending to align the director orientation at surfaces.
Where a magnetic interaction is present the magnitude of the body force is given by
ii. = :.:.(ii· 80)B""o
""
(5.1)
where Bo represents the magnetic field and IJo = 41l" X 10-7 Tm/A is the permeability
of free space. X. = Xl. - XII is the anistropy of the magnetic susceptibility of the liquid
crystal polymer, and is dimensionless. A non·zero value for X. results from a non·spherical
distribution of atoms in the molecule. In nernatics X. is usually positive, resulting from
slightly prolate rods, and the local directors tend to align with Bo. In PBLG X. is positive
but liOt large; it is usually'" 10-7 for flexible, long chain molecules {72], however the
tendency to align is strong because of tile number of polymers present and because of long
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range oooperativity.
The director tends strongly to match its alignment with the orientation of the surface,
and there will exist spatial gradients in the diredor O\-er a region extending{ = (K/Xa)If2JJo/ Bo
from the wall into the liquid [72J. K is the Frank elasticity constant, and here the approx-
imation is made that the splay, bend and twist elastic constants are approximately equal
(K, ~ K2 ::::: K3 = K) [721. For K "" 10- 11 Nand Xa"'" 10-7, the magnetic correlation
length { is less than 1 micron in a 7 T magnetic field. Thus surface-induced orientational
order does not penetrate very far into the sample in the rheo-NMR cells, which have
millimeter to centimeter scale dimensions. Surface elastic effects are negligible in these
studies, particularly since the signal is obtained from the stagnation region of the four roll
mill, away from the roller surfaces.
The walls separating domains of uniform alignment also have width roughly equal to the
magnetic correlation length {. O\'Cf this length the director changes orientation abruptly,
from its orientation in one domain to that in a neighbouring one, and elastic effects are
import.ant here. Such regions of large spatial gradients in nare called orientational defects,
and a high density of orientational defects results in a tutured sample.
5.1.1 Viscous torques and the Leslie-Ericksen theory
When a polydomain sample is placed in an external field, each of the rod-like molecules
experiences a body force as a result of coupling with the field. The local director expe-
deuces a viscous torque per unit volume, = ii x § where fi is the field-induced body
force. If the external field is small, those domains having magnetizations nearly aloog the
applied field will ha\'e their domain sizes grow. A stronger field causes rods in all domains
to rotate coherently and align together with the applied field. Moderate (80 "" 0.2 T)
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magnetic field strengths can transform random liquid crystalline textures into uniform,
monodomain samples (73]. The molecules can also be aligned by surface interaction in
thin samples contained between parallel plates. In a monodomain sample the director
orientation is also the optic axis.
The molecules comprising the domain walls reorient more slowly. Optical studies, sensi-
tive to mesoscopic length scales, have shown that equilibrium alignment along the magnetic
field is restored within'" 1 s for main chain LCPs such as PBLG, while disappearance of
the domain walls and full recovery of the monodomain state may take minutes [7].
The coupling to an applied velocity field leads to another, competing body force, and
hence another source of director reorientation [7]. Leslie and Ericksen account for the
Figure 5.1: Competing magnetic and hydrodynamic torques experienced by a rod-like liquid crystal
polymer, illustrated for the example of planar extensional flow.
competing magnetic and hydrodynamic torques by writing the total body force as [9, 12, 13]
(5.2)
where IV = ii - w x fi is the rate of change of the director with respect to the background
fluid, and D and ware the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the deformation tensor
and are specific to the geometry of the flow field. They are also called the strain-rate and
vorticity tensors, respectively, and are written in terms of the velocity gradient tensor from
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D = ~ (Ito" +1t,80) , w = ~ (1t06 -It",,).
The theory contains the parameters O'i, which have dimensions of viscosity (Pa·s) and
are generally called the Leslie viscosity coefficients. The first term in Eq. 5.2 is the magnetic
orienting term, the second term represents stress due to dissipation by rotation of the
director in the background fluid, and the last term represents stress due to dissipative
losses by conventional viscous effects. In an extension to the theory, Parodi showed that
0'6 "" 0'2 + 0'3 + O's [741, so that (O's - 0'6) may be replaced with (0'2 + 0'3) in Eq. 5.2.
Dynamic equilibrium requires a balance of bulk torques applied to the director, leading
to the torque balance equation:
(5.3)
Each of the x, y and z components of the cross product in Eq. (5.3) must be identically zero.
The solutions provide information about the conditions for stable director orientation, as
a function of the macroscopic flow parameter t or..y, and will depend on the geometry of
the experiment.
What do the Leslie viscosity coefficients mean? In the Leslie-Ericksen framework,
nematics are classified in terms of their aligning characteristics in flows. The viscosity
coefficients important for director alignment are 0'2, 0'3 and Ct.! [7J. 0'2 corresponds to the
hydrodynamic torque transmitted to the director via the surrounding fluid; it is always
negative corresponding to clockwise rotation, for the standard description of velocity pos-
itive along the x direction. 0'3 describes the torque transmitted by the background fluid
to a director aligned in the flow direction, and 0'4 is responsible for the viscous drag when
the director is aligned along the vorticity direction. The sign of 0'3/0'2 detennines the
behaviour of the nematic director ill shear flow. The director will have no steady state
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Figure 5.2: Mesogenic unit of ...,.-benzyl-L-glutama~, or PBLG.
solution and will be tumbling if Ot3/Ot'l < 0, i.e. if Ot3 is positive. Since in preliminary
experiments the PBLG nematic solutions displayed flow alignment, we assume here that
Ot'l and 03 are botll negative. It is also assumed that 10'11 > 1031. and in fact 10'11 »IOt31
for LCPs in general [7].
5.2 Liquid crystal polymer: PBLG
PBLC is poly(..,-benzyl-L--glutamate). This main chain liquid crystal polymer was first
synthesized over fifty years ago, in an effort to produce synthetic fibers with the desirable
cllaracteristics of natural fibers such as wool. There is special interest in this polypeptide
because it was the first synthetic polymer to exhibit a liquid crystalline phase [751. It
lIas seen extensive use as a model lyotropic LCP because of its availability, stability and
good solubility properties. PBLG is a long chain polymer whose mesogenic unit, shown in
Fig. 5.2, is a derivative of the amino acid glutamic acid. The L indicates left-handed chi-
rality and the side chains contain terminating benzyl groups. The aromatic rings hanging
off the chain in PBLG are stiff and lend rigidity to the very flexible chain backbone. The
benzene side rings have a tendency to stack one on top of another in solution, and this
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feature is thought to be important to the molecule's self-organizing ability.
PBW and its chiral analogue, PBDG, are left- and right-handed enantiomen of the
same molecule. In solution, PBLG and PBDG molecules fonn helices of opposite sense,
and if one or the other is present in sufficient concentration a cholesteric liquid crystal
results. In a racemic mixture of both enantiomers, generally called PBG, the cholesteric
effects cancel and the mixture behaves as a nematic. III other solvent configurations paw
alone is known to be rod-like [76J. It was shown early in the history of PBLG that in a
magnetic field of moderate strength the cholesteric mesophase transforms to a nematic
mesophase as a result of the positive diamagnetic anisotropy of the molecules {77]. The
ability to align the mesophase by 8 0 is field strength dependent, scaling with the square
of the field strength, as will be shown in Sec. 5.5.1. Electric fields are also capable of
producing a nematic state from a cholesteric one [78], with the large dipole moment rather
than the magnetic anisotropy providing the mechanism for aligning tbe optic axis with
the field. As ....ell, in rheological experiments there seems to be only nematic character
exhibited under shear, with no evidence of the cholesteric behaviour 179, BO}. Evidently in
strongly orienting fields, the PBLG helix unwinds and behaves like a semi-rigid molecule.
The physical properties of PBLG in solution, such as elastic constants and rotational
viscosity, depelld very strongly on molecular weight, concentration, and the particular
solvent(s) used [76, 81]. Because of this complex dependence it is difficult to make absolute
comparisons among the many published results on the liquid crystalline nature of PBLG.
5.3 Previous studies
As stated earlier, PDLG has been used extensively as a model lyotropic LCP, and for
this polymer nematic alone there is a large body of experimental results, which reveal
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the very subtle and complex behaviour of these systems at rest and under deformation.
Early studies of magnetic orientation [82] and diffusion [83] in PBLG solutions in the
quiescent state reported their anisotropic, nematic character. The director reorientation
which oa:urs when a uniformly-aligned sample is subjected to a magnetic field aligned
perpendicular to the director ii is known as the dynamic Freedericksz transition [84]. A
similar situation results under an applied electric field if the nematogens have non·zero
dielectric anisotropy, and the Freedericksz transition has been studied extensively, usually
to gain information about rotational viscosity (fl3-O'Z) and (where the magnetic or electric
fields are small) twist elastic constants.
In mechanical rheometry studies. domains are seen to appear and disappear under
shear and this effect is well-documented. Kiss and Porter [79] found the unusual result
of negative first normal stress difference, over a range of intermediate shear rates. The
shear region of negative first normal stress difference NI , corresponded to the apparent
developmcnt of bandcd textures normal to the shear direction. In highly-concentrated
(35 wt %) solutions of PBG in m-cresol, a hexagonal pllase has appeared in magnetically
oriented films [85] and, in recent x-ray scattering studies, under shear [86]. In 8itu small
angle neutron scattering studies of a side-chain liquid crystal polymer in cone and plate
shear showed the de\1~lopment of smectic layers oriented parallel to the shear plane [871.
The cvolution of shear-induced texture in a tumbling nematic starting from a surface--
aligned monodomain has been studied by Van and Labes [881 via optical microscopy, and
explained by the balance of elastic forces in the liquid crystal with thc viscous forces
gcnerated under shear. In studies of the dynamic Freedericksz transition carried out in the
o\'t!rwhelmingly larger magnetic field, the reorienting director is never seen to rotate out
of the plane conl.aining the initial director orientation and the magnetic field 189, 901. In
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the analysis here it is assumed the director is confined to the plane containing the primary
direction of deformation (t or t) and Bo.
There is a consensus among rheologists that texture does develop in liquid crystal poly-
mer solutions under shear [79, 86, 87, 88], and also that there is refinement of the texture
from the mesoocopic to the molecular length scale at very high shear rates [71J. The effects
are often erratic and are probably extremely sensitive to initial orientation conditions and
to the solution properties in Iyotropics. The textured, sometimes periodic instabilities have
been observed under a broad range of circumstances, and have important consequences
for the final orientation state in processing. Significant progress has been made in model-
ing the observed patterns, treating them as nonlinear, dissipative structures [89,91, 92J,
and this line of investigation continues to generate a great deal of interest [93]. Several
years ago Meyer and coworkers [92] were the first to recognize that the apparent periodic
distortions observed under director reorientation could be treated as examples of dynamic
periodic order which often arises in systems driven far from equilibrium. They derived a
relationsllip between the growth rate and the wavelength of the spatial modulation. Using
this analysis, Schwenk et al. l89, 90] have investigated director reorientation in a deuterate<!
side chain liquid crystalline polymer. They obtained 2H NMR spectra under continuous
sample rotation in the magnetic field, as well as complementary optical microscopy pic-
tures by quenching the sample at the angles corresponding to the NMR spectra, thus
gaining access to both mesoscopic and molecular length scales. Their results show that
even after initial director reorientation with tJle magnetic field, indicated by NMR spectra,
there remain walls separating the oriented domains which the authors treat as convective,
dissipative structures amenable to the wavevector analysis.
Burghardt [7l} presents a microstructural tumbling model for nematic liquid crystals,
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based on the polydomaio model or Larson and Doi [94}, to describe rigid rod polymers in
shear flow. Their model was developed ror situations where the polydomain state prevails:
when a starting monodomain state is difficult to achieve experimentally, or during process-
ing stages where a starting mOllodomain state is simply not possible. Thus elastic effects
must be important ill this model; they provide the restoring torque needed to suppress
tumbling under flow conditions. This model has been successrul in capturing flow·induced
orientation effects in these situations. In the present case, the Leslie-Ericksen model is
appropriate ror several reasons. FiI1it, unlike optical micf06COpy studies in which sample
cells are necessarily thin and wall effects are important, magnetic resonance studies do not
have the optical transparency criterion and our rheometric cells contain bulk samples in
which wall effects may be safely neglected. Second, the ever-present, strongly orienting
magnetic field in NMR experiments overwhelms the much smaller elastic torques gener-
ated. Elastic effects that complicate liquid crystal hydrodynamics are much less important
here than magnetic and hydrodynamic orienting fields, and the magnetic orienting field
provides the restoring torque to suppress tumbling in flow. Third, the torque balance
equation in the Leslie-Ericksen model is essentially an equation for dynamic equilibrium
of the director n, and our NMR experiments are directly sensitive to director orientation.
The Leslie-Ericksen model contains tbe basic elements appropriate for situations where
large magnetic and hydrodynamic viscous torques dominate elastic torques, and we use it
in this work. In doing so we limit study of the viscosity coefficients to those which appear
ill the torque balance equatioll, 0'] and 03, and we measure them indirectly in several
different NMR experiments. Specilir.ally, we study director orientation as a function of:
·extension or shear rate, at steady state
·time following onset of shear/extension ("Staft.up" experiments)
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·time following cessation of i or i (relaxation experiments).
The visco5ity coefficients for a side-chain lyotropic liquid crystal polymer under shear
have been measured in a cone and plate apparatus by Grabowski el al. [24, 95), with
the results obtained via NMR spectr06COpy and analyzed in the framev;<rk of the Leslie-
Ericksen theory. These studies showed a change in director orientation with shear rate,
in agreement with the model for flow-aligning nematics, and established that rheo-NMR
experiments could be used to obtain the viscosity coefficients which appear in the model.
The theory has been applied by Callaghan in [961 to the interesting case of extensional
flow around a stagnation point in the plane perpendicular to Bo, where instead of a
continuous change in director orientation with shear rate the model predicts a sudden flip
in director orientation at a critical velocity gradient or extension rate ie. flows in which
there is a stagnation point are important because as the molecular trajectories approach
the stagnation point, the residence time of the polymer chains in the velocity gradient
diverges and the chains may be stret.c:bed far from equilibrium (971. The motivation for
these experiments ....-as initially to test this prediction of a critical extension rate. Other
physically important consequences of the model are explored as the rheo-NMR results on
PBLG are presented in the following sections.
5.4 Quiescent state experiments
All PBLC and PBDe materials were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO.
Because of the volumes involved in the rheometric cells, three different sample prepara-
tions were used to complete these experiments. This was a practical maller of availability
and all samples were of similar molecular weight. Prom the standpoint of the rheometric
experiments, all carried out in the presence of the large magnetic field, there is essentially
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no difference between PBDG and POLC solutions of sufficient concentration since both
will behave as nemahcs. All samples for the rheometric experiments were prepared at
20 wt %. They are listed in table 5.1. High purity solvents were obtained from Fisher Sci-
PBLG308 Cat. P·5136 MW 296100 (via) 308000 (LALLS)
PBDG222 Cat. P·3388 MW 200200 (via) 222200 (LALLS)
PBLG277 Cat. P-5l36 MW 296000 (via) 277700 (LALLS)
Table 5.1: PoIy(-y-benzyl-giutamate) mo1eeular weightll used in sample pacparatiOllll.
entific, Pittsburgh, PA, and \\!ere used without further purification. PDLG polymers were
dissolved in a 52/48 wlw mixture of dioxane and nitrobenzene, following tbe preparation
of Van and Labes (88). The magnetic and fiow fields considered here are large, and the
spectra observed under extension and in the quiescent state reflect a purely nematic state
for the molecules.
Initially, deuterated versions of both solvents were used in the samples to act as reporter
dianne nitr'Ohc:nJ:ene
Figure 5.3: Solvents uxd in t.M PBLe soIutiOllll fix' liquid aystaI polymer studies.
molecules in the NMR experiments. These t ....,o solvent molecules are both single-ring
structures which will have dynamics and mobility very similar to that of the benzene probe
molecule used in the melt experiments. They sample a large number of polymer rods on
the time scale of the NMR experiment, so that they report on the averaged local director
orientation, with the order parameter very much reduced by their motions. The deuterons
of dioxane-Ii, are equivalent, and the doublet corresponding to the dioxane deuterons was
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well-resolved in early extension experiments. To simplify interpretation of the spectrum
all subsequent experiments were carried out with only the dioxane solvent deuterated.
For all NMR spectroscopy experiments on the liquid crystal polymer, the samples
were allowed to reach the magnetically aligned, single crystal state before beginning ex-
periments. The signal was obtained following a Quadrupole echo sequence to obtain the
director orientation via the strength of the deuterium Quadrupole interaction.
The lyotropic character of PBLG was examined by studying tile concentration depen-
dence of the degree of order measured in the NMR spectrum. The 300 pL samples were
prepared by increasing the concentration of the polymer powder in a beginning stock s0-
lution of 4% wjw PBLG ill the dioxane j nitrobenzene mixture. There is an estimated
uncertainty of ±l wt % associated with each concentration due to the difficulty of con-
trolling evaporation of the solvents during sample preparation. The spectra obtained are
shown in figure 5.4. At lower concentrations the spectra are characteristic of an isotropic
liquid state, exhibiting a single Lorenzian-shaped line.
The temperature and concentration characterization experiments were conducted using
a spectrometer specialized for wide line NMR studies, which is not equipped for online
adjustment of shim coils to correct minor spatial inhomogeneities in the 8 0 magnetic fieJd,
essential for obtaining a high resolution spectrum. The rest of the experiments presented
ill this chapter were carried out on the AMX300 spectrometer which was used for all of the
melt experiments and which is equipped with adjustable shim coils. The linewidtb and
line shape of the PDLC spectra will be discussed below in relation to those more highly
resolved, higher quality spectra.
The spectra at 7% and 10% concentrations show two peaks. This is not a Quadrupolar
doublet but two isotropic lines corresponding to the two solvents which have different
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chemical shifts, and their separation scales with the strength of the magnetic field. The
two lines should also appear in the 4% spectrum but are not "''ell-resolved there. Solutions
at 15% wjw or greater exhibit splittings of the isotropic lines into doublets. Figure 5.4
_--!~'---------'!..!!.4%_~ 7%
-----} :::
Jl 20%
~
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Figure 5.4: Spectra for different concentrationa of PBLG in dioxan~, nitroben~ at 25°C in the
quieecent .tate. The nematic phase it seen to let in at bet.....een 10% and 1.5%.
shows that in PBLG at this molar mass the isotropic-to-nematic transition occurs between
10% and 15%. For the rheo-NMR experiments to follow, the concentration of samples was
always above 15% to ensure the Tlematic state.
Temperature effects can also be important in lyotropics. The temperature dependence
of PBLe at 30% concentration (....'ell abO\'e the isotropic-nematic transition) is shown
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Figure 5.5: Spec:tra for diffeten~ wmperatures or PBLG at. m <:oocentraUOD ill diaxane-4! Diuoben-
7.efle, in tbe quie3cem nate. Over this t.emper&~ul1!range ~11el1! is l\OobRrvablede~OIl temperat.Ul1!
oCthene:nat.icstateatrest..
in figure 5.5. The llematic ordering is insensitive to temperature over this range. A
thermotropic nematic·to-isotropic transition is expected ill PBLG solutions, somewhere
above 60" (gBI, dependillg Oil the concentratioll and molecular weight. Fig. 5.5 indicates
that the static behaviour of this LCP is insensitive to temperature over this range; however
it tells us nothing about possible temperature dependence of the dynamics. For example
the viscosity will almost certainly decrease due to increased thermal motions at elevated
temperatures. It is important to control the temperature during experiments on lyotropics,
and all of the shear and extension experiments discussed below were carried out at 25°C.
The selective spectroscopy technique outlined in chapter 3 was used to perform 2H
NMR experiments under planar extension in the four roll mill. Observations were limited
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Figure 5.6: 'H NMRimagesin the four roU mill,obtained on 2Q%PBLG solution. An image of the entire
sample at left shows the four roll mill on cross·section. At right, the selection technique is used t.o define
within the cr065osection a (4 mm)' region around the stagnation point, on which 'H NMR spectroscopy
experiments an performed.
to the stagnation zone, away from the roller surfaces, with the underlying assumption that
in this region the description of section 2.2.2.1 applies and the velocity gradient is uniform.
For the first sets of experiments a square region of side length 4 mm was selected, oriented
at 450 to the extension axis.
5.5 Experiments measuring the Leslie coefficients in planar ex-
tension
5.5.1 Analysis: nematic LCP i.n foue roll mill
The director for four roll mill planar extension in the plane perpendicular to 8 0 is repre-
sented in figure 5.7, in polar coordinates. The body force ii is
h~ x.(n ~Bo)Bo ~ [0,0, X.B~C0681
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z
Figure 5.7: Geometry of the director reorientation in the four-roll mill extensionalllow field, for extension
alongthez axis and compression in they direction. The shaded region represents the nematic liquid crystal
polymer solution. The (exaggerated) loealdirectoris represented in spherical polarcoordin3tes.
where B"'"'o = [0, 0, Bol and ii· B"'"'o = BocosO have been used.
The symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of the deformation tensor are
D~ [~ !t ~], w=o.
o 0 0
The sign of t depends on the sense of rotation of the rollers, and here t > 0 is arbitrarily
taken to correspond to extension t along the x axis and compression in the y direction.
For opposite sense of rotation the hydrodynamic frame is merely rotated by 90 degrees in
the (x, y) plane and the same description applies.
The solution of the torque balance equation for the z-component leads to [22)
and therefore
~ = t (03 +0'2) sin I;bcos ¢l = ~ (03 +0'2) sin 2¢l (5A)
0'3-02 2 0'3-0'2
for rate of change of azimuthal angle ¢l. The stable orientation requires ~ = 0, which
occurs for t = 0 (the trival case of no extension) and for ¢l =0, ¢l =rr/2. The stability
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conditions depend on the sign and magnitude of the viscosity coefficients. For 0'2 negative
and 1021 :> 1031, (03+ 0'2) < 0 and it follows that the ¢J = 0 solution is stable. The0'3-0'2
¢ = 11"/2 solution is unstable with respect to the flow, and any thermally-activated director
fluctuations will cause perturbation of nand reorientation away from ¢J _ 11"/2 and towards
¢J = O. Thus the azimuthal angle of the director will lie along the extension axis.
The polar angle for stable director oriental.ion follows from the y-component of the
torque balance equation whose solution, using ~ =0, is
(5.5)
Though both C1'2 and 0'3 are negative, the factor (0'3 - 0'2) will be positive and is written
from this point as 10'3 - 0'21 to indicate this. The stability condition satisfying 9 = 0
depends on the relative strengths of the two terms in square brackets in Eq. (5.5), arising
from the competing bydrodynamic and magnetic torques. If t < teo where
(5.6)
then the right hand side of Eq. (5.5) is negative and 9 =0 is the stable solution. The
magnetic orienting term dominates and the director is oriented along Bo. If instead t > tc,
then the extension term is greater than the magnetic orienting term and tbe director is
stable at 9 = :1"/2; that is. the molecular long axis is oriented in the plane of the flow
and along the extension axis. The theory applied to this geometry, for increasing rate of
extension, prediCts a sudden transition in director orientation at t = t c '
Equation 5.5 also leads to a description of the director dynamics, via
_d_'_ ~_'_ [10'3+02It_ X.B~l dt
sinScos9 10'3-0'21 2 Po
which on integration gives
tanS = exp (-'- [10'3 + O'2l t _ X.B~] t).10'3-021 2 JJo (5.7)
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This tells us the predicted time evolution of the director in arriving at its final orientation
state under competing magnetic and hydrodynamic torques. The time evolution of the
LCP in planar extension is tested here in two types of experiments: first, spectra were ob-
tained at timed intervals during combined magnetic field- and flow-induced reorientation,
at some value of t and starting from the time extension is just applied. These are referred
to here as "start-up" experiments. Secondly, for t = 0 the director whose orientation has
been perturbed away from Bo, will regain the magnetically aligned state according to
(5.8)
This is precisely the dynamic Freedericksz transition. In the second class of experiments
"""e apply an extension t > tc for a period of time sufficient that 8 is aligned by the
flow, and then remove it, tracking the director orientation from the time of removal of
flow-induced reorientation by collecting spectra at timed intervals. Since the large, static
magnetic field is always present in the rheo-NMR experiments, we consider the magnetic
orienting term as tending to restore the system to its quiescent, magnetically aligned state
and we refer to these as "relaxation- experiments. These tests are to be distinguished
from the experiments in which spectra are collected at a given extension or shear rate.
after steady state has been reached or a set time bas elapsed.
5.5.2 Results: nematic LCP in four roll mill
III the four roll mill the extension rates are calculated directly from the rate of mechanical
driving of the rollers, via t = 27r/,afd, where a is the roller radius. It the mechanical
driving frequency and d the distance from the stagnation point to the roller edge, with
reference to Fig. 2.6(a). For this cell t = 7.033/,.
The spectra for the 20% concentration sample as a function of extension rate i are
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Figure 5.8: ~H NMR spectra for 20% PBLG under different rates of extension. The spectra exhibit
four distinct doubletll from the two deuterated 3Olventll, 38 explained in the tert, and display a collapse
followed by reappearance of the doublets with increasing t. Tbe spectral width in the figure is 1000 Hz.
S}IOWIi in figure 5.8, with t indicated to the right of each spectrum. Several distinguishable
doublets can be S'lell in the spectra. The spectral features are assigned to the deuterated
solvent reporter molecules as follows. The doublet of highest intensity, upfield of the reso-
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nance frequency (towards positive offset frequeIlcy, to the right), corresponds to the eight
equivalent deuterons on the dioxane. The very wide, weak doublet of '" 1 kHz at 20% con-
centration, and the two higher intensity doublets of similar splittings, all centred downfield
of the resonance frequency, correspond to deuterons on the nitrobenzene molecule. The
deuterons of nitrobenzene-d5 are not equivalent as their chemical shift depends on their
proximity to the nitro group on the ring.
With increasing rate of extension, the doublet splittings in figure 5.8 first collapse and
then increase again, to roughly one-half their zero extension values. This is characteristic
of a director orieJltation along the extension axis for extension rates exceeding the critical
extension rate tt, compared to the quiescent state orientation along Bo. From the collapse
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Figure 5.9: Director orientation (J of 20% PBLG under extension in the four roll mill, plotted all a
function oft. Thecriticalexter'5ionrateec i5 e5timated to be between 0.14 and 0.285-1 •
of the splittings in the spectra, t c is estimated to be 0.28 5-1 for 2Q'l"h PBLC.
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The quadrupolar splitting llv of the dioxane doublet was measured for each spectrum,
and from each splitting the orientation angle was calculated. The method by which () is
obtained from llv is described in se<:tion 5.5.4 below. In figure 5.9 the orientation angle is
plotted as a function of extension rate for the 20% PBLC. From the disappearance of the
larger doublet splitting alld appearance of tIle smaller one characteristic of flow-alignment,
£c may be estimated to be between 0.14 and 0.28 5- 1.
After this set of experiments the 20% PDLC sample was diluted a small amount with
the deuterated solvent mixture, in order to increase the volume to completely fin the
four roll mill and exclude any air from the cell. The new concentration was estimated
to be 17%, and another series of extension experiments were carried out on the diluted
sample. Figure 5.10 shows the spectra of the 17% PBLC. The spectra are qualitatively
very similar to those for the 20% concentration, with the quadrupolar splittings for the
17% concentration sample less well-resolved since the degree of orientation is reduced and
the order parameter is smaller.
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Figure 5.10; 2H NMn 1pt!C.-tra For PBLG at 17% concentration in the tWO deuterated aoIventi. The
!pectral width in the figure it I kHit. At this lower concentration the quadrupolar Iplitti.np in the lpectra
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The orientation angle was calculated from the quadrupolar splitting& of the dioxane
doublet for the 17% PBLG, and is plotted versus rate of extension in figure 5.11. From
..
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Figure 5.11; Direc1.Ororientatlotl8 Cot l~ PBLG W>der enmslotl illl.be four roll mill, plotted YetSUI
t. The data iDdicates a critical extension rate between 0.14 and 0.28 .-1.
the extension experiments with the 17% sample, t may be estimated to again be between
0.14 and 0.28 S-I. While the magnitude of the splittings is different in the two samples,
indicating increased chain flexibility in the less concentrated solution, the critical extension
rate does not appear to be significantly different. This implies that the viscosity is quite
similar in the two samples. It should be noted that these early extension experiments
covered a broad range of t, and it is possible that the actual tc for the two concentrations
shown here is significantly different. Further extension rate dependence experiments were
undertaken, on a smaller, (2 mm)2 zolle around the stagnation point.
A relaxation experiment was also carried out on the 17% sample to follow the reorien-
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tation of the director from the flow-aligned to tlle magnetically-aligned state in the four
roll mill. Spectra collected at a series of times following removal of extension at t =4.2 S-l
were analyzed to obtain the spJittings of each of the three well-resolved doublets (the diox-
ane and the two inner nitrobenzene doublets) as a function of time. The splittings were
then converted to average angle of director orientation, and the data fit to the relation for
the dynamic Freedericksz transition, Eq. (5.8). Figure 5.12 shows the results. The fits yield
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Figure 5.12: Results for «,laxation following extension at t =4.2 S-I, with hoth deuteratlld solventll
reporting on the time-dependent LCP reorientation. Filled circles and open circles are the data obtained
from thesplittings corresponding \.0 the two WllU·resolved nitrobem.enedoubletll,with the lines of best fit
\.0 Eq. 5.8 indicated by wlid and dashed lines, respectively. The diamond symbols l'flfer \.0 the data from
the dioxane doubiet, with the dotted line indicating the fit. The data point at 2308 is the same for all
threo;, data getll.
X~BUJ.ltJ[0'3-a21 = 0.039 S-l ±8% (indicated by the solid line in Fig. 5.12) for the dioxane
doublet, and 0.036 S-l ±7%, 0.0402 s-l±4% for the inner and outer nitrobenzene douhlets,
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respectively. The relaxation results show that the three inequivalent solvent deuterons on
the two different reporter molecules report very similarly on the liquid crystal polymer
dynamics. Taking the average from the three fits, xaul!Jlol03-a,1 = 0.039 S-I ±7%, and
103 - 021/x. = (100 ± 7) x 101 Pa·s.
Since there did not appear to be extra information gained from keeping both solvents
deuterated, all subsequent experiments were carried out on samples prepared with the
same solvent configuration, but with only the dioxane solvent deuterated to yield an un-
complicated, higher resolution spectrum and focus on the one resulting doublet.
The extension experiments were taken up again on a new sample, PBLG of 277K
molecular weight, prepared at 20% w/w in a 52/48 w/w mixture of dioxane-ds and ni-
trobenzene. Each spectrum was acquired during extension at the designated rate t, one
minute after start+up. The sample was allowed to relax to the magnetically aligned, single-
crystal slate betv.1'!en experiments, and this .....as verified in each case by acquiring a rapid
spectrum. The spectra at different extension rates for a (2 mm)2 square region are shown
in figure 5.13.
The single splitting of the quiescent t = 0 spectrum in Fig. 5.13 is characteristic
of ordered phases and indicates a magnetically-aligned monodomain. The motionally
narrowed, Lorentzian lines are characteristic of liquids. From the doublet splittings in
the spectra, The angle 9 of director orientation was derived from the doublet splittings in
the spectra and is shown plotled versus extension rate in figure 5.14. The critical applied
extension rate cannot be determined exactly, and more experiments at extension rates near
the critical extension rate would have been beneficial; however £t appears to be just above
0.17 S-I in this set of experiments. Some reorientation is barely evident at t = 0.17 5- 1
from the slight growth in intensity at the centre of the spectrum arising from isotropic
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Figure 5.13: 28 NMR BpeC1.ra of PBLG as a function of rate of extension in the fOUIToli mill. The
width of each spectrum here is 1 kH7,. The maJtimum splitting, exhibited in the zero extension spectrum,
is 136.781,.
contributions. This value for the critical extension rate is not significantly different from
the £c of just under 0.28 S-I observed in the earlier experiments. The main difference in the
experiments is the spatial extent of the zone reported on: the 2 mm square region centred
at the stagnation point for the spectra of Fig. 5.13 compared to 4 mm square region for
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Figure 5.14: Director orientation 8 of liquid crystal polymer under extension in the four roll mill, plotted
as a fUllction oft. The critical exten.sion ratet probably just exceeds O.17s- l .
the results presented in Figs. 5.8 and 5.10. For the larger region (with four times the area),
aile might expect that much of the sample contributing to the NMR signal resides further
from the stagnation point, where a fluid element experiences shorter residence times in
the extensional strain field. In the smaller region one expects a larger proportion of the
polymer chains to faithfully report on thc stagnation flow, experience longer residence
times and hence undergo ftow-alignment at smaller tc. In these experiments the smaller
region did not exhibit a lower tc·
5.5.3 Flow characterization: NMR velocimetry in extensional flow
Using the dynamic NMR microscopy technique, flow visualization experiments were per-
formed to characterize the velocity field in lIle four roll mill. For Newtonian fluids in
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this cell the ,-elocit.y gradient. via MR velocimetry has been found, reproducibly, to be
linear across the stagnation region. The flow image resulting for t = 1.13 S-I is shown
ill figure 5.15. A contour map calculated from the NMR velocimetry image is also shown.
The spacing of the contours is proponional to the gradient. in the velocity. The contour
.......~JJ
... U
Figure 5.15: Velocity field or 20% PBLO around the stagnation point in the rour roll mill, obtained via
NMR velocimetry. The extension rate for this experiment is t =1.13 5- 1 . Alleft: speed map calculated
Crom imagCII aquired in tlliO ort.hogonal directions in the plane of extension in the apparatus, at resolution
of 0.156 pm per pixel. The region or interest at the centre or the four roll mill is shown here, 30 x 30
pixels oorrespondiltl: to (4.7 mm)'. The zero-intensity oornen correspond to the rollers where DO ftuid is
located. Highest intensity in white indicates the h~best speeds near the roller edges, while \W)' low speeds
are apparent in the centre. At ngllt: contour map calculated from the speed map, showin«; linel!l or equal
velocity magnitude. The spacing or the contoun reveals non-ideal featurefl of the flow field or the liquid
crystal polymer in this rhoometric cell: the sharp rise in velocity gradient dose to the roller 8urfacefl, and
the reduoed \'eIocity gradient in a small region around the stagnation point. The &elected region ror the
aper:tr08COpy experimenLt ..-as oriented at 450 in the plane with respect to the \-elocity image sbo1ll-n here.
Dashed lines ar-e superimposed on the image to indicate the (2 mm)' and (4 mm)' regions.
map shows that the velocity gradient rises sharply close the the roller surfaces, that the
outer part of the stagnation region has a linear ,'C.Iocity gradient and nearly hyperbolic
streamlines, and that in a small region around the stagnation point the velocity gradient
is reduced. The selected region for the spectroscopy experiments was oriented at 450 ill
the plane ....'ith respect to the \-elocity image shown here. The (4 mm)2 region will encom-
tvl(mmls)
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pass most of the region with constant velocity gradient in addition to the diamond-shaped
central region with lower \-elocity gradient, while the (2 mm)' region will contain mostly
Duid with reduced velocity gradient.
The nominal values of t calculated according to the geometry and shown with the
extension rate dependence spectra are the maximum extension rata expected in the four
roll mill, for the idealized two-dimensional hyperbolic flow. The NMR velocimetry data
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Figure 5.16: One-dimensional ~lodty profile along the eneruion &xii in the four roll mill. The data
corresponds to the middle row of the full NMR velodmetry imllfl,:e whose cent.ral region is shown in
Fig. 5.15, for which the applied extension rate was 1.13,-1. The 80lid line near the centre is the velocity
gradient or slope averaged OV& the dllta point! corresponding to the 2 mm regil,IR, from which the average
local t is calculated to be 0.39 S-I. The dashed line indicates the slope over the 4 mm region, where
t =O.G S-I. Abo shown are 'traight llne fits to the regiolUl where the PBLG 801ution just emerges from
between the rollcrs,whcre the ca!culat.ed t i, 1.1 ,-', much truer to the applied rate of extension.
for the polymer liquid crystal shown in Fig. 5.15 indicates that close to the stagnation
point the true flow field varies significantly from the idealized twCHIimensional hyperbolic
flow, particularly in the central region where the actual extension rate is much reduced
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and the nominal extension rates wilI be larger than the actual local t.
Figure 5.16 shows the velocity profile obtained along the extension axis, for the t =
1.13 S-I data of Fig. 5.15. Across the (4 mmJ2 zone the average velocity gradient is seen to
be 0.6 S~I or approximately olle-halfthe applied extension rate, while the average i: across
the (2 mm) region is 0.4 S-I, one-third of the nominal extension rate. With this evidence
it is concluded that the actual critical extension rate is one-third of the vaille of ......0.20 S-I
obtained (on average) from the three sets of extension rate experiments, or tc "-' 0.07 S-I.
From Eq. 5.6, the predicted critical extension rate is i c = 2x.BU(JlOla3 + 0:21). The
extension results give 10:2 + a31/x. ~ 110 x 107 Pa·s for PBLG at 20% in solution.
The average strain rates derived above from the velocity profile are an improvement,
llQwever they do not capture the local variation in the velocity gradient. An important
parameter in determining the net effect of deformation is the total strain over the defor-
mation history: t: =f i dt = t trn , where t_ is the residence time of a fluid element in
the flow. Clearly the total extensional strain in practice will not match predictions based
on the assumption of linear velocity gradient and hyperbolic streamlines everywhere in the
stagnation region. This can be addressed, at least in part, by considering the residence
time along the exteJlsion axis in the following simplified approach. The residence time
is calculated by assuming that the length of time a fluid element resides at position p of
the velocity profile along the extension axis (that is, in any pixel along this axis in the
NMR velocity image) is equivalent to the time to travel a distance of one pixeJ width, or
roughly t_ = 0.156 mm/lVpl where ltipl is the fluid speed at p. This analysis ignores the
orientation of the flow, and closer to the stagnation point a fluid element will traverse the
~pixel" at some angle, but the magnitude and not the direction of jj is important so that
the error in the distance traversed is no greater than a factor of ../2.
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Figure 5.17: Profile of the actual rel':lidence time experienced by the liquid crystal polymel1l along the
extl:!nsionaxisinthestagnationregionofthefourrollmill,shownbytheblackllOlid line. The calculation ill
approximate, and based on the velocity profile data. The dashed line ill the ideal profile, for linear velocity
gradient throughout the stagnation region. Tile local velocity gradient calculated from the velocities in
theprolileillllhown by thedott.ed linl!.
The residence time calculated in this way is shown in figure 5.17, plotted as the solid
line. The ideal situation for linear velocity gradient across tlle gap is shown by the dashed
line. The residence time diverges at the stagnation point where the velocity is zero. The
result shows that the actual residence time is long over a wider region than for the ideal
case, specifically over approximately 0.5 mm to either side of the centre where the strain
dominates. The actual local velocity gradient calculated for each point, using
is also shown in figure 5.17, as the dotted line. Interestingly, in spite ofthe much suppressed
velocity gradient near the stagnation point, the total strain t = L;p£pt.... (p) over this pa.th
is not very different from the ideal case b(!Cause of the slower flow and the enhancement
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in the residence time in the rea.! situation. The other significant point is that the total
strain along the extension axis is not very different for the 4 mm and 2 mm square selected
regioos; both contain this zone of long residence time which dominates the Bow history
over this path.
5.5.4 Orientation angle obtained from the quadrupolar splittings
The quadrupolar splitting written in equation 2.4 is a function of the orientation angle
and the order parameter:
In principle the angle may be established from the splitting !:J./J in a straightforward way, by
assuming the maximum splitting observed corresponds to the magnetically-aligned state
and hence to zero degrees. This assumption turns out to make the analysis of the data
very difficult, since P2(0069) is extremely sensitive to small changes in 9 for angles near
zero, so that a small change in the obsen'ed splitting is magnified in the change in angle.
The orientations very near the magnetically aligned state are important here since much of
the predicted time-depelldent behaviour in the model involves logarithmic approach to the
final orientation state. This ze~degree assumption is also almost certainly incorrect; the
rods have been reported to have some non-zero angle of inclination with the magnetic field,
ill their fully aligned state [85). For a 17.5% POLO (molecular weight 31OK) solution in
dichloromethane, Orwoll and VoId [991 found that only approximately 87% of the molecular
long axes "'ere within 200 of the field direction, at field strength 14.1 T.
Hence to obtain 9 from !:J./J we proceeded in the following way. Assuming the quiescent.
state director is aligned at some non-7.ero angle 90 with respect to 80, then the maximum
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splitting observed in a given set of experiments corresponds to
and the splitting observed in any given spectrum in that set is related to .6.vmu by
The average director orientation 9 then follows via
cos9 = ~ (2.6.I'P2(COS90) + 1).
3 .6.vmax
TJlis approach was used for all of the results in this chapter, extracting the director
orientation from the observed splittings using 90 = 20· throughout. This value of 90 was
ch06en based on the quality of fits to all of the relaxation data using 20", 250 and 30",
which were consistently best for WO. It also helps explain why usually the splitting did
not quite reach minus olle-half the maximum "uro-degree" splitting in e\U the most
strongly orienting flows. For the 90 =20"' case, a similar degree of alignment with the flow
corresponds to eo = 70· or, in other words, 20" to the velocity direction, for which angle
the splitting would be -0.4.6.1'.......
5.6 Experiments measuring the Leslie coefficients in shear flows
Two additional rheometric cells, both shearing, were used to gain further insight into
the nematodynamics of our model liquid crystal polymer. As in the melt experiments, a
concentric cylinder Couette cell was used to produce laminar shear. In this case the long
axis of tile cell was colinear with the magnetic field direction. The cell has 16.9 mm inner
cylinder radius and 0.5 mm gap width, and is directly driven by the drive mechanism so
that l' = ~ It = 212 J.. Non-spatially localized experiments were performed to monitor
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Figure 5.18: Geometry of the director reorientation in the vertical Couette shear field. Velocity X is
tangential to the rotating inner cylinder, the velocity gradient Y is radial across the gap, and the third,
vorticity axis is in the magnetic field direction. Asin figure5.7,theshaded region represents the sample
in the Couett.e gap.
the shear rate dependence and time evolution of the director orientation for PBLG in the
vertical Couette cell. All of the vertical Couette experiments """Cre carried out on 20 wt %
PBDG of molecular weight 220K.
5.6.1 Analysis: nematic LCP in vertical Couette cell
The torque balance analysis is extended here to the \'ertical Couette ceiL The \-ertical
Couette cell produces shear in the (X, Y) plane, perpendicular to 8""0. The director in
spherical polar coordinates is
ii = [sin 8 cos tP, sin 8 sin tP, cos 8J
(sec figure 5.18), and the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of the deformation tensor
1[0 ., 0] 1[0 ., 0]
D=2 ~~~' w=2 ~'r~~.
This time the z-component of the torque balance equation 5.3 results in:
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so that the stability condition for the azimuthal angle, ¢ = 0, occurs for l' = 0 (the trival
case of no shear) or for tan ¢ = ~. For general shear, then, the rod-like molecules
assume an azimuthal orientation in this geometry which depends on the ratio of the Leslie
coefficients 0'1 and 0'3' For 10'21 » 10'31 one expects ¢ close to zero.
From the y-component of the torque balance equation,
with the x-component yielding the same result. Equation 5.9 can be solved for 9,
and one of two possible scenarios will prevail here:
1. t=O:
which on integration gives
( X.B~ )tanO=exp --I--I' .Jlo 0'3-0"1 (5.10)
In the absence of shear, for any starting configuration the rods will always evolve to 9 = 0
(alignment along the field), given enough time. The rate at which they evolve scales with
the diamagnetic susceptibility and the square of the magnetic field strength, and inversely
with the magnitude of viscosity coefficient 0"1 (assuming 10"11 » 10"31), as expected. Note
that this is precisely the result obtained earlier for dire<:tor reorientation in the four roll
mill following removal of extension. The Freedericksz transition result is recovered.
2. t#O:
(5.11)
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0'2 and O'J are both negative based OIl the flow-alignment observed, l' is positive, and
assuming x. > 0 (that is, the rod-like polymer has prolate ellipsoidal shape), iJ = 0
at 8 = 0, 1f/2. The stability condition depends on the relative strengths of the shear
and magnetically aligning terms. The director dynamics is obtained by integration of
equation 5.1l:
(5.12)
This result predicts that in the vertical CoueHe cell the director will evolve in time to
arrive at its final orientation state, ultimately aligning with the magnetic field (8 = 0)
X B'
unless the shear rate exceeds the critical value i'e =~1Jo' in which case the rods will
tJlen align with the flow (9 =1f/2).
5.6.2 Results: nematic LCP in vertical Couette cell
Figure 5.19 displays the spectra collected at timed intervals following removal of strong
shear. The spectra display features of the time-dependent reorientation of the nematic
director as the state of alignment with jjo is restored. The single broad line at zero time
indicates that within the 2 s required to acquire the first spectrum, the director has already
begun to orient away from the flow-oriented state and along the magnetic field direction.
6/1 increases with time as the nematic director is oriented by the magnetic field.
The splittings were determined from the spectra and the orientation angles calculated
from the splittings. 9 during the relaxation is plotted as a function of time in Fig. 5.20.
Also sllown in the figure is the fit to tILe expected relaxation, the Freedericksz transition
described by equation 5.8. The fitted curve describes the data very nicely, and yields
x.BJ!J.lillaJ - a21 = 0.037 S~l ± 2%. From this, laJ - (};21/x. is calculated to be (105 ±
2) x 101 Pa·s. Note tllat this is very close to the value of (100 ± 7) x 101 Pa·s obtained
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from the dioxane splittings for relaxation of PBLG following extension (see Fig. 5.12),
from which we conclude that the behaviour of the polymer nematics in the flow-aligned
state and subject to only the magnetic orienting torque, is the same in the two different
rheometric cells.
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Figure 5.19: 2H NMR !pectra for Il:laxa~ion of liquid crystal polymer following Il:moval of 185.5 S-I
dlear in th~ vertical CouetU cell. Th~ width 0( each spectrum is I kHf.. Within the 2! required to acquire
~h~ first spectrum, the director has begun to r~lax from its orientation alOI\( ~he flow direction.
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Figure 5.20: Recovery of magnetically aligned state following shear at 185.5 S-I in the vertical Couette
cell. The BplittingB were extrao:;ted from the NMR spectra of Fig. 5.19, taking 6vmax = 146.5 Hz to be
the magnetically aligned orientation and 80 = 20 degrees, and are plotted here all a function of time. The
lIOlid line is the fit to the predicted recovery of the magnetically aligned state in the LEP model, given by
Eq.5.8. The fit yieldB x.B~/l'OloJ - o~1 =0.037 S-I ± 2%.
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The deuterium NMR spectra of the liquid crystal polymer following start of steady
shear at 7' = 0.47 S-1 in the vertical Couette cell are shown in Fig. 5.21. This value of 7'
was chosen, after some experimentation, so that the competing magnetic and flow aligning
terms are of similar magnitude. For the purpose of observation this was desirable as the
sample reached the flow aligning state very slowly, allowing for monitoring of director
evolution. The spectra demonstrate that with time the director becomes increasingly
aligned along the flow direction, and that followilJg 7 minutes of steady shear the director
has not fully aligned with the flow direction.
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Figure 5.21: Deuterium NMR spectra of liquid crystal polymer following start of steady shear at
'i' =0.47 a-I in the vertical Collette cell. The spectral width is 1 kHz, with the corresponding time'!
shown to the right of each spectrum.
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Figure 5.22 shows the time dependence of the director orientation with respect to Bo,
obtained from the quadrupolar splittings in the spectra of Fig. 5.21. The collection of
spectra was automated so that the software could read from a file containing delay times,
and step through the list. For the relaxation experiments, t = 0 was taken from the time
the motor was manually shut off, and start of data collection was synchronized with this.
Conversely, the startup experiments required tlle motor to be turned on in the software,
which also begins collection of the spectra, so that the time for the first spectrum could
be no less than t = 15 s and all times in the delay file are staggered by 15 s.
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Figure 5.22: Start-up in shear: director orientation as a function of time in "r= 0.47 S-I shear flow in
the vertical Couettecell. t=Ocorrespondstoonsetofshearing.
According to Eq. 5.12 the logarithm of tan 9 is expected to be a linear function of time,
with slope [~1' - ~] /103 -0:21. In figure 5.23, tan 9 is plotted on a logarithmic axis
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versus time, and does sbow tbe linear time-dependence predicted in tbe Leslie-Ericksen
analysis. Tbe fit was carried out over tbe first ten data points, corresponding to times
t = 0 to 105 s for which splittings could be determined from a distinct doublet rather than
from the linewidth. The positive slope is 0.0082 S-I. Using x.B~/J.lfJla3 - 0'21 = 0.037 S-I
10' ~--~---~---~---~-,
tan6
10'
1O-1L-__~ ~ ~ ~-----.J
o 50 100 150 200
time (s)
Figure 5.23: Analysis of director orientation lIS a function of time from onset of l' = 0.47 S-I shear flow
in the vertic;:al Couette cell. The linear fit of In(tan8) V!l. t, carried out over the finlt ten data pointll
<:orresponding to t =0 to 105 s, has slope 0.0082 S-I. The analysis is discussed in the text.
from the fit to the relaxation data (Fig. 5.20) for this sample, it is first noted that the
flow-aligning term is only very slightly dominant, as expected from the slow nature of the
director reorientation. With l' = 0.47 S-I, ~/103 - Ct:21 is calculate<! to be 0.096. This
result implies that 02 is 110 times larger in magnitude than 0'3, which agrees well with
reported observations that 02 is usually one to two orders of magnitude larger than 0'3 for
flow-aligning nematics [72].
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The shear rale dependence in the vertical Couetle cell was also studied with this
sample. Because the shear rate experiments were conducted without a priori knowledge
of the viscosity coefficients of this peLG preparation, it was not clear how much time
was needed to reach steady state. Furthermore Eq. 5.12 predicts that for shear rates
approaching "re, the time to reach steady state becomes infinite. Instead, the following
protocol was adopted: acquire a spectrum at exactly 60 seconds following onset of shearing,
as typically one minute appeared to be sufficient to reach the flow-aligned state; then wait
several minutes betv.'eeIl experiments to restore the magnetically-aligned, resting state.
The spectra are characteristic of a monotonically increasing director orientation angle,
with the distinct doublet observed at very high shear rates being indicative of the Bow-
aligned state for the rod-like polymers.
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Figure 5.24; Spe:t.la of 20% PBLG at illCl'Ulling ratelofsbear in the vertical Cooettecel.L The spectral
....idth in the displayed spect.ra is 1 kHlo.
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Figure 5.25 shows the shear rate depeudence of director orientation, obtained from
the quadrupolar splittings in the spectra of Fig. 5.24. In this case the logarithm of tan 9
80,----~---~----~---,
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60 ••
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100 ----750:----',:00:0------:'""50:------=200
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Figure 5.25: Analysis of direttot orienL&tion alii a function ol t, in.'" flow in t.he vert.ieal Couette
<:ell. The data yields two regionJ of oriel11,aLion behaviour, wl'llcb lIlay be atLribut.ed to a~ in the
vitcosity eoefficienlll alii Lhe moIeculell become aligned with I.he flow, and pc:BSible devek!pment of t.extuTI!.
is predicted to be a linear function of shear rate, with slope t~/la3 - 0'11 following
Eq. 5.12. In figure 5.26 tan9 is plotted on a logarithmic axis versus time. The slope
clearly decreases with increasing shear rate. If out-of-plane excursions are not considered,
the results in figure 5.25 imply that the viscosity coefficients change as the sample evolves
under shear. There is a break in the slope at between l' = 2 and 5 S-I, and two regions
for the viscosity coefficients may be identified, with the following interpret.ation. For the
low shear data the positive slope is 1.39 s, and with fixed t "" 60 s the slope yields 0.024
for JOiiii/lO'3 - 0"11· Dy this result, 10"11 ~ 180010'31. This ratio is much 100 large based
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Figure 5.26: The low.hear rate fit of In(tanB) VlI. 7 ill best Uown on \hill axis. At Jo.i IbeaT rates !.he
linear behaviour o\::eenW O¥e" 7 =0.6 .-1 to 1.7.-1 yielded 1.39. for the 6tted .lope.
on the information already obtained about 0'2 and 03; the slope is at least a factor of
10 too small. Change in the rotational viscosity affects both magnetic and flow aligning
tenns, and as a first analysis using lo:zl ::2> 10JI, the first term scales with l/~ while
the second term goes as 1/10,1. Hence a decrease in the Leslie viscosity coefficient 1021
causes both terms to increase, but the flow aligning term increases more slowly and its
ability to align the director is reduced relative to the magnetic term. The results suggest
that under shear, as the rod-like molecules become increasingly aligned with the flow, the
rotational viscosity decreases. The stress delivered to the mesogens by the applied shear
decreases, and flow is less able to align them.
The spectra for director reorientation in PBLG at increasing rates of shear in the
vertical Couette cell are markedly different from the spectra under extension, indicating
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quite different processes. The suggestion is that in the planar extension geometry under
competing magnetic and hydrodynamic orienting fields, the local director is in one of
two states, while under shear in the Couette the local environment of the director is more
complex. It is also conceivable that some mesoscale structure develops under shear, so that
elastic and other effects not accounted for in the Leslie-Ericksen theory become important
and the model no longer applies. In light of the large number of rheological observations
which point to development and evolution of microstructure under steady shear [79, 88,
86, 87J, it is plausible that the apparent reduction in viscosity results from the appearance
of textures, so that director orientation varies spatially in the Couette gap. A polydomain,
textured sample would contain local directors of all orientations, and the NMR spectrum
would consist of a broadened, isotropic line rather than the doublet characteristic of a
monodomain. Some of the spectra at intermediate shear rates do appear to be broadened
significantly. Importantly, the spectra at very high rates of shear exhibiting a high degree
of alignment with the flow are characteristic of a single crystal state and show no evidence
of spatial inJlomogeneities in the director orientation.
5.6.3 Analysis: nematic LCP in cone and plate
In the cone and plate geometry the shear plane is defined by the velocity direction X in
the tangential direction and the velocity gradient direction Y across the gap. The cone
used here makes an angle of 20° will} the plate, so that the shear rate is related to the
driving frequency by 'r = 2rrlr/60 = 181r. The 16 mm diameter cone and plate cell is
self-contained and holds 0.26 cm3 of liquid in the gap.
The geometry of the cone and plate is best treated in spherical polar coordinates, so
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Figure 5.27: Geometry or the director reorientation in the cone and plate shear field. Velocity direction
Xistangentialtotherotatingconeandperpendiculartothemagneticfield,the velocity gradient direction
Y is vertical across the gap and coincident with the magnetic field, and the third, \'Orticity axis is in the
radial direction. The director magnitude is exaggerated and the shaded region represents the liquid crystal
polymer sample. The actual angle between the cone and the plate is 20".
the director is
n= [sinOcos¢, cosO, sin8sin¢1
as shown in Fig. 5.27. We thus obtain the same hydrodynamic description and the same
symmetric and anti-symmetric deformation tensors as the vertical Couette cell. The mag-
netic body force in the field 80 = [0, Bo, OJ is
h= [0, XaB~OSO, 0] .
The balance of torques in the Leslie-Ericksen-Parodi model for this geometry has been
solved previously by Grabowski et al. [24,951. The result for stable director orientation is
(5.13)
Whereas in the vertical Couette shearing geometry the director orientation is a tran-
sient phenomenon, evolving until one of 0 = 0 or 8 = 7r/2 is reached, in the cone and
plate geometry competing fields establish a stable director orientation at some angle in
the shear (X, Y) plane, for any given shear rate. Applied to cone and plate shear flow,
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the LEP model predicts director alignment witb azimutbal angle t$ = 0 and polar angle
8 = tan- I (';;;;;;;;) ~ ./2 in the shear plane (see Fig. 5.27), corresponding to director
orientation very nearly along the velocity direction. Note that Bo lies in the shear plane
for the cone and plate, while for the four roll mill and the vertical Couette cell, Bo lies
perpendicular to the plane of extension or shear.
Thrning to the time evolution for zero shear, we get
_d_9_=_~dt
sin(}cos(J J.tola3-a,1
so that once again the result is
( X B' )ta:n(J:z<exp ---'-'-tJ.tola3 -",,1
for return to the magnetically aligned state.
5.6.4 Results: nematic LCP in cone and plate rheometer
(5.14)
Spectra ....we obtained at increasing rates of shear in the cone and plate for 20% PBLG of
molecular weight 2771<. They are shown in Fig. 5.28, with the shear rates indicated beside
each spectrum.
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Figure 5.28; Spectra of PBLG acquired under ~U'ady ~~ar in the 20" cone and plate. Spectra were
acquire<! atexaetly GO ~ following ~tart of.hear, ....ith 2. acquisitlon time in each caM. The widtb of each
.~rum is Ildb.
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At the smallest shear rate accessible, "r ;0" 0.1 S-I, the splitting has already begun
to decrease, indicating that the director has been perturbed from its equilibrium state
by the shear flow. Throughout the shear range accessed, the spectra show no evidence
of a tumbling director. Again the quadrupolar splitting 611 was extracted from each
spectrum and converted to the corresponding director orientation angle 6. The shear rate
dependence of 0 is shown as a function of"r in Fig. 5.29. The data fall on a curve which
80,----_---_---_----,
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Figure 5.29: Shear rate dependence of average director orient.ation 8 of PBLG in the cone and plate.
The 8plittings were extracted from the NMR 8ped.ra and converted to 8 aa described in section 5.5.4. The
solid line i8 the fit to the dataofthepredieted behaviour,Eq. 5.13.
is qualitatively very similar to the shear rale dependence curve observed by Grabowski
and Schmidt [24J for the nematic side-chain LCP, poly(siloxane), in a cone and plate
rheometer. Also shown in figure 5.29 is tIle fit to the data of the torque-balance prediction
for competing shear and magnetic torques in this geometry, according to Eq. 5.13. The fit
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The dynamics of the director orientation were studied by acquiring spectra during
relaxation following strong shearing flow at "r = 0.08 S-I in the cone and plate. The
resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 5.30. The NMR data for relaxation following shear in
the cone and plate is shown in figure 5.31, with director orientation 8 plotted versus time
following removal of shear. The solid line is the fit of the dynamic Freedericksz transition
prediction (Eq. 5.8) to the NMR data, and yields x,BUttola3 -0,1 = 0.0293±6% s-1, or
103 - a,l/x. = (133 ± 8) x 101 Pa·s.
5.7 Summary of results for the Leslie-Ericksen viscosity coeffi-
dents
The data from 20% PBLG under extension and under shear in the three different rheomet-
ric cells can be compared with reference to one common parameter. For this, 103 - a'll/x"
expressed in terms of the undetermined x., is appropriate as it was obtained for all three
cells under relaxation so that it is independent of the type of deformation and the geome-
try of the flow field. This parameter is tabulated here for the three different cells.
Relaxation experiment
four roll mill:
concentric cylinder Couettecell:
cone and plate:
(lOO±7) x W Pa·s
(105±2) x 101 Pa·s
(133±8) x 101 Pa·s
This agreement is quite good, although the result from the cone and plate is not within
the estimated uncertainty and this could be explained by some evaporation of solvent in
the sample. A slight increase in concentration would be expected to result in an increased
viscosity and the reJaxation experiment should be sensitive to this. The extension rate
experiments yield la'l + 0311x. :::: 110 x 101 Pa·s, which is in agreement with the values
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of 10:3 - 0:21/x.. so long as 10:21 :» 10:31. From the shear-rate dependence in the vertical
Couette cell, ~/10:3 - a21 is calculated to be 0.096, which gives a2 ~ 1000:3,
The shear rate dependence studies in the cone-and~plate yielded 10:31/x.. = (17 ± 1) x
107 Pa·s, and 0:2/a3 = 13.3±0.5. Taken literally, the shear rate dependence cone and plate
data imply that la3-0:21/x.. ~ (21O±9) x 107 Pa·s and !a2+0:31/x.. ~ (245±1l) x 107 Pa·s.
TIle shear results are thus not in agreement with the relaxation and extension results.
There are several possible reasons for the discrepancy. Firstly, while PBLG molecules
are considered to be "rigid rods" within the general class of liquid crystal polymers, they
still have some flexibility. It is conceivable that during their reorientation they become
bent or twisted, before lengthening out into rods again in the orienting field. Chu et aI.
recently witnessed dynamics whicll point to a coil-stretch transition in fiuorescelltly-Iabeled
DNA molecules in an elongational flow (971. In the analysis of the shear-rate dependence
results of section 5.6.2, the appearance of texture .....as tentatively put forth as the cause of
broadening in the spectra and the breakdown of the agreement of the NMR data with the
Leslie-Ericksen model. Another possible candidate is bending of the semi-flexible linear
polymers during the reorientation. Whether linear molecules bent during reorientation are
stretched out again, or some convective patterns develop and then decrease in width until
the effect is no 10llger evident in the NMR spectrum, cannot be determined here. These
two possible effects cannot be distinguislled based on the NMR spectra.
The second reason relates to the existence of a distribution of residence times in the
planar extensional flow field. As a crude first approach, a calculation of the residence times
based on a simple time-of-flight description of fluid elements along the extension axis has
been carried out in Matlab and discussed in section 5.5.3. This is instructive as it tells us
that while velocity gradient in the centre of the four roll mill is reduced from what it is
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expected to be, the resulting residence time is very long and the planar extension around
the stagnation point should stil! dominate the flow history. A natural extension of this
work would be to model this distribution for the full tW(Hiimensional case.
Thirdly, the analysis assumes director orientation within the plane (v, Eo), an assump-
tion which is well-founded from combined NMR and optical microscopy studies (90). If
out~of~planeexcursions of the director are important during reorientation then a model in
which they are 3110",-00 would more accurately capture the dynamics.
The fourth reason is that Frank elasticity is omitted (roro the Leslie-Ericksen model.
The sample is treated as a single crystal so that there are no, or negligible, gradients in the
director field. While spatial gradients are negligible under the strongly orienting fiow and
magnetic fields, there probably are larger spatial gradients where these fields just com-
pensate each other and the stable orientation state is marginal. Under these conditions
the elastic torque might be expected to become important. The Larson-Doi polydomain
model [94j, which does account for elastic torques, might then be more applicable, a1~
though in our experiments this condition of marginal orientation state would ooly apply
to intermediate extension or shear rates.
Finally, we know from the geometry of the four roll mill and from our NM:R velocimetry
experiments that the Bow is not homogeneous and that one cannot ignore the previous
fiow history of the molecules. Incorporation of the entire mixed shear and extensional flow
field into the LE model would be extremely complicated and at this point the numerical
simulations of Leal et al. [211 seem more likely to model successfully the Dow history.
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Figure 5.30; Spect.ra of POLG acquired during relaxation foilowiDl mady sbelu", applied for ODe miDute
at. i' = 0.08 ,_1, in the ~ eone and plate. The lim 5JlII!CUUm, ~ponding to f = 0, was acquired
immediately upon remow.! of the sheM. The spectral wMlth in all of the spect.ra ill 1 kHz.
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Figure 5.31: Fit of the Freedericksz transition prediction to the NMR data for relaxation following shear
at -r =0.08 8- 1 in the 20" cone and plate. The fit yields 0.0293 =x.BUt<o(03 - 0"2), or (0"3 - 0"3)/;(. =
133x 107 Pa·s.
6 Concluding remarks
A magnetic resonance method for spatial localization, deuterium NMR spectroscopy sen-
sitive to segmental or director alignment, and mechanical rheometry in cells capable of
producing large rates of shear or extension in viscoelastic fluids, have been combined to
study order and dynamics in entangled polymers and liquid crystal polymers under defor-
mation.
The shear rate-dependence of Sxx and Syy elements of the segmental alignment tensor
in the polymer melt with the deuterate<! benzene probe were directly compared to predic-
tions for the segmental alignment tensor in the theory of om and Edwards. The agreement
between the NMR data and the predictions of the model was very good, and was further
improved with the independent alignment approximation removed from the model and
with the convected constraint release refinement added to the Doi-Edwards calculations.
In particular the orientation angle X derived from the angle dependence studies was in
excellent agreement with the CCR-modified Doi-Edwards model. The angle dependence
study also suggested that the deformation in the melt under shear is biaxial, and this result
is also in support of the model. Where "'I:> I/Td and the convective relaxation mechanism
is expected to become important, the Sxx NMR data appeared to recommend the refined
Doi·Edwards model over the original. It is noted that for the shear rates accessed here
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the assumption t « l/'TR. probably still holds, and the success of the CCR refinement
in modeling the NMR data is most likely because the effects of tube stretching are not
apparent here. Fluctuations in the cOTltour length of the polymer chain would become
important under yet faster flows, or in melts of higher molar mass at these values of t, and
in this case the model would require further modification to account for these effects. The
high shear Syy data exhibited some anomalous behaviour which could not be explored
further.
Intriguing ordering effects were obtained with the deuterated oligomer probe in the
melt. The oligomer results were not in line with the expected result of highest degree of
anisotropy in the direction of the velocity. The results are interpreted bearing in mind that
the larger probe molecule involved returns a mesascopic-length-scale average as opposed to
bulk average segment orientation reported by a smaller probe molecule like benzene, and
lienee may reflect some mesoscale structure. On this basis a smectic-like ordering in the
direction of the velocity gradient in the melt under high shear was proposed as a possible
explanation for these results.
This work establishes unique methods and analysis using NMR as a sensitive probe of
predictions of the Doi-Edwards model. The continuation of this work by another doctoral
student, Ryan Cormier, has led to extension of the NMR measurements to Szz in a vertical
Couette cell, and SXy (equivalent to the shear stress) obtained from a combination of Sxx
and Syy. The full alignment tensor is thus obtained, and his experiments on a B80K
rDMS melt over the entire nonlinear range available are allowing for a robust test of the
convected constraint-modified Doi-Edwards model.
The combination of lIletllOds has also been applied to liquid crystaJ polymers subjected
to competing magnetic and hydrodynamic torques and analyzed in the framework of the
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Leslie-Ericksen model. Planar extension in the four roll mill and shear in a concentric
cylinder Couette cell and in a cone-and-plate were used to measure director reorientation
in monodomain poly(-y-benzyl-L-glutamate) samples under extension and under shear.
The Leslie viscosity coefficients from the extension and shear experiments were compared
in section 5.7. The relaxation to the magnetically-aligned state following cessation of
strong extension or shear directed perpendicular to the magnetic field is equivalent to the
dynamic F'rt\edericksz transition. Experiments in all three rheometric cells under these
conditions yielded values for rotational viscosity (expressed in terms of the undetermined
diamagnetic anisotropy X.) which are in good agreement. The coefficients yielded by the
shear experiments are not in agreement with the extensiOJl and the FYeedericksz transition
results. Several possible reasons for the discrepancy have been pointed out in chapter 5.
The extension experiments also addressed the question of what happens to semi-flexible
polymer chains when they encounter long residence times around the stagnation point.
From NMR velocimetry data it was determined that the liquid crystal polymer under
strong extension modifies the flow field around the stagnation point, so that the polymers
experience a velocity gradient whiclJ is diminished from the applied t, but have longer
residence times in the vicinity of the stagnation point. The total strain in this region still
dominates the Bow history.
In section 5.7 it was pointed out that the NMR spectrum does not afford the ability
to distinguish between the possible effects of development of texture and bending of semi-
flexible molecules under shear. The issue of shear-induced texture in liquid crystal polymer
solutions should be pursued via NMR. One possibility would be to use structurally sensitive
probes. This would most likely require isotopic labeling of the liquid crystal polymers
themselves. Such samples would be very difficult to obtain. In magnetic resonance studies,
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experiments which are sensitive to mesoscale structure are diffusion studies. Evidence of
anisotropic diffusion via NMR has been demonstrated in thennotropic liquid crystals in
the smectic phase [100] and on water molecules in the vicinity of lipid bilayers {lOll. In
the liquid crystal polymer systems, allisotropic diffusion studies could be carried out at
different rates of shear to gain information about spatial structures, their length scale
and the time scale for their possible appearance and disappearance. They might also be
carried out during director reorientation along 8""0, in the relaxation studies, to investigate
the possible existence and disappearance of domain walls.
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